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Foreword

There is a genuine kinship between a good detective
story and this volume by The Reverend C.H. Kang and
Dr. Ethel R. Nelson. The authors start with the obser-
vance of some astonishing points of correspondence be-
tween certain characters in the Chinese language and el-
ements of the Genesis account of man’s early beginnings.
They go on to analyze dozens of the ideographicpictures
that make up words in the Chinese language. The evi-
dence they  compile is marshaled to support the thesis
that the ancient picture writing of the Chinese language
embodies memories of man’s earliest days. The characters
when broken down into component parts time and
again reflect elements of the story of God and man re-
corded in the early chapters of Genesis. Man and Woman,
the garden, the institution of marriage, the temptation
and fall, death, Noah’s flood, the tower of Babel-they
are all there in the tiny drawings and strokes that make
up the Chinese characters.

The authors remind us that China boasts of 4,500
years of unbroken civilization. The ancient Chinese
were monotheists, serving a Supreme Heavenly Ruler.
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It is not out of thequestion that their ancient beliefs reach
back to the worship of the one true God, the Creator of
Genesis chapters one and two. If indeed such is the case,
this book represents one of the most startling theological
discoveries of the ages.

Like patient and painstaking archaeologists the
authors have pieced together the evidence. Many will
agree. Doubtless some will challenge their work. But
there is evidence here that demands further study-that
evidence cannot be ignored. That evidence cannot be
brushed aside by claiming that the corresponding points
between the Chinese characters and Genesis are merely
the product of chance. No, this book calls for far more
serious consideration.

Among the book’s virtues is the fact that it can be
read with appreciation and understanding by those who
are neither students of language nor conversant with
Chinese.

It is indeed interesting in a day when China and the
United States are resuming normal relations that the
language of this ancient people speaks to us in characters
that are hauntingly reminiscent of the early chapters of
Genesis. Perhaps God has given us a point of reference
to use today in proclaiming to the Chinese themselves
the full story of the entire Bible with all the richness of
the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

PAUL A. ZIMMERMAN

President
Concordia  Teachers College

River Forest, Illinois



‘More than 20 years ago a small book primed in’
Hong Kong entitled Genesis and the Chinese came into
my  possession. I found its contents more than stimula-
ting : Chinese characters were dissected and amazingly
shown to tell the stories found in the early chapters of
Genesis.. I reorganized the material  to follow the same
chronological  order as the Genesis history and repeated-
ly used it while studying the Bible with both Thai and
Chinese students during my years as a medical missionary
in Bangkok, Thailand. These presentations were always
accepted with considerable interest and wonder.

Later, after we again took up residence in the Uni-
ted States, for the purpose of the continuing education
of our children, my son informed me that a friend of his
at college was the grandson of the author of Genesis and
the Chinese. It was thus that the address,, of this ederly
Chinese minister  C. H. Kang,  was ob t a ined  He
presently resides  in Singapore.

Assuring Pastor Kang of the enthusiasm I had found
for his project among not only Orientals but also many
Occidentals, I offered to prepare his material in a new
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Prolog. Genesis

a
m o u t h

form for presentation to a wider audience. My fascina-
tion with the subject mounted as he sent a great volume
of additional new characters to integrate into the manu-
script.

I was curious to know how he happened to become
devoted to delving into the mysteries of the Chinese
characters. About 40 years ago in China, he explained
in a letter, he had been distributing Bible portions of the
Book of Genesis as a chaplain in a mission hospital. A
return visit to one patient’s room resulted in a confron-
tation with a very intelligent but puzzled Chinese lady
who told him what she thought of the tract: “It is a very
fine fairy tale for children but hardly worth an adult’s
time!” She proceeded to let him know that in her opinion
educated people believe in the evolutionary theory of
origins.

Our Chinese friend was embarrassed that he had,
at that time, too little scientific persuasive evidence to
substantiate the Genesis narrative of beginnings. He
himself had always accepted it by faith -simply as
the Word of God. He wrestled withtheproblem for days
until something that he had observed in a footnote of a
Mandarin textbook used by a missionary  came to mind.
The character &,IL 2 meaning boat, had been analyzed
as follows: ++  a vessel; .\ eight; and Q mouth  or
person. A comment followed that, interestingly, Noah’s
ark, the first great boat, had just eight passengers: Noah
and his wife, with his three sons and their wives.

“If this is not a mere happenstance, there should
be other Biblically relevant characters,” reasoned Kang.
Quickly he wrote down the character for to create &,
and was astonished as he analyzed the components in
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Prolog Genesis

this figure for the first time: f is dust or mud; Q a
mouth; ) the small downward stroke to the left of &
indicates movement or life; and k means able to walk.
The text in Genesis 2 :7 came to his mind. “Then
the Lord God formed man of dust  from  the ground,
and breathed [with his mouth] into his nostrils the breath
of life; and man became a living being” (not a baby
but an adult, able to walk). Dissection of this charac-
ter stimulated Pastor Kang’s interest and resulted in
a search which has lasted four decades.

My personal study into the history of the written
Chinese language through various treatises in English
found in Harvard’s Chinese-Japanese Yenching  Library
gave its approximate time of origin as 2500 B.C. This
dating is provocative, for it coincides quite closely with
the time (2218 B.C.) of the great dispersion of races
from the tower of Babel, as calculated from the Biblical
genealogies in a recent chronological study.3

Discussion of this project with other missionaries
from the Orient and friends precipitated some questions.
How does one know that these characters are actually
very ancient and not more recently contrived through
the influence of Christian missionaries during the past
two or three centuries, for the purpose of promoting
their religious concepts? The answer to this is that very
basic, fundamental, primitive, and nonreligious kinds
of words are involved, including, for example: come,
go, desire, beginning, complete, first, forbidden, garden,
drown, cruel, rebellion, and scores more.

A few friends versed in the Chinese language
brought up the possibility that these might be “phonetic”
rather than “ideographic”  characters. This point will
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be later discussed. The more ancient forms of all the
characters presented have also been researched and
bear out the interpretations given, oftentimes being
even more explicit.

A third query has been: How does one know that
the point of reference for the characters is not a pagan
concept rather than a source parallel with our Scriptures?
My reply to this points out that the original religion of
the ancient Chinese at the time when the written language
was being formulated was monotheistic in nature. They
had no idols, no mythology, but worshiped a single
Supreme Ruler of Heaven. The polytheistic cults of
Taoism and Buddhism came about 2,000 years later.
As one becomes acquainted with the study and the
multiplicity of key words such as flesh, a lord, reptile,
naked, clothing, to hide, sorrow,  for example, it becomes
increasingly credible that the ideographic  references are
to the same historical events as recorded in Genesis. But
one must decide for oneself the veracity of the study.

Many long letters passed between Singapore and
Stoneham, Massachusetts. When 1 had a rough manu-
script in hand, a trip to Singapore in 1975 at long last
allowed me to go over the material  with Pastor Kang
to our mutual satisfaction. But it was soon apparent
that our study was far from complete.

Only one who has attempted to collaborate on a
project such as ours can appreciate the frustrations of a
13,000 mile separation and a two-week wait for a reply
to a letter. I finally realized that a second visit would
be necessary in order to satisfactorily complete the thesis,
and this was accomplished in the fall of 1976. This sure-
ly would be the last trip! But the end was not yet in
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sight. Revisions and progress were slow when mixed
with both professional and homemaking  careers. The
summer of 1978 again found me in Singapore. On this
trip I  was also able to confer with Dr. Andrew Chiu,
president of Concordia Seminary in Hong Kong, who
enthusiastically endorsed the project.

One very difficult aspect of writing this book has
been particularly challenging-to make it readable for
both the creationist and evolutionist. Some explanations
may appear redundant to those with a good Biblical
background but are quite necessary for any who are
not well acquainted with the Scriptures. A missionary
would be suspect as being sympathetic with creationistic
thinking, but I have really tried to remember that I also
was once quite ignorant of any concepts of origins other
than the evolutionary processes presented during my
younger years in public school. I would not want to
“turn” anyone “off” by a dogmatic or prejudiced pre-
sentation; I prefer to allow room for an honest ap-
praisal of the subject matter introduced.

Another problem involves some new and uncon-
ventional ways of interpreting certain characters. Only
those knowledgeable in the Chinese language would
detect these apparent innovations. For this r&son, there
are explanatory study notes for each chapter. They are
listed with the book references in numerical order at the
end of the book. It is hoped that Chinese friends will
withhold judgment until all the facts are in, for admitted-
ly we are looking at characters in a somewhat different
way. But this is not new! Many books4  have been writ-
ten in an attempt to decipher ideographically  the original
intent of the venerable writing, so this book is not unique
except in its interpretative foundation in, sacred primeval
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Prolog. Genesis

history. One’s natural skepticism gives way to ponder-
ing mathematical probability when viewing the great
number of characters which accurately portray these
ancient sagas. Could so many meaningful ideograms
“just happen” -just evolve- without intelligent syn-
thesis?

As coauthor of C. H. Kang’s thought-challenging
work, I make no apologies for not being a linguist. I have
learned a bit about the Chinese written language during
the months of ingesting the submitted characters with
their analyses. Perhaps someone, such as myself not
engrained  in previously accumulated knowledge and
biases of the language can be more objective and critical.
From the viewpoint of an English-speaking readership,
something not clear to me would certainly be equally
puzzling and unconvincing to others.

A most annoying experience has been trying to
scrutinize a tiny printed character  to identify each little
stroke in its composition. Therefore a standard part of
my equipment has become a three-inch magnifying
glass. This is quite impractical, however, for the readers
of this book, so each new character under discussion,
along with its unfamiliar constituent radicals, have been
greatly enlarged and placed in the margins, together
with the English equivalents.

All Biblical references are from the Revised
Standard Version (RSV) unless otherwise specified e.g.
King James Version (KJV), New English Bible (NEB)
etc. The more ancient calligraphy found in the text and
notes is taken from the work of Lin Tze Ching.s

The outline followed in this book is intended to
substantiate evidence for the truthfulness of the Genesis
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account, climaxed with the introduction of the  heretofore
unrecognized twin account of Genesis found in the
Chinese characters. A brief glimpse into the ancient
history and religious background is necessary first to set
the stage. Then, in order to understand and appreciate
the structure of the Chinese characters, a brief introduc-
tion to the written language is added to stimulate interest
and launch the reader into the investigation. The body
of the book follows thereafter, keeping with the Genesis
chronology, as specific characters arc scrutinized one by
one and reduced to meaningful component parts. Very
quickly the reader will begin to recognize the simpler
symbols and enjoy the flavor of discovery.

There are many whom we would like to thank for
their ideas, counsel given, or review of the manuscript,
in whole or in part. Dr. Lit-sea Chang, special lecturer
in missions at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary,
reviewed thecompleted manuscript and made a number
of helpful suggestions.

A special thanks is extended to Dr. E. C. Zimmer-
man veteran missionary to China for his careful and
helpful critique of the entire completed manuscript. I
would also like to mention by name others who have
been most helpful at some stage in the preparation  of
the book: Dr. Frances Read, David Doucette,  J.  R.
Spangler,  Nancy Wall, Otho Eusey, Dr. Lynn Sauls,
John Wood, Dr. Cynthia Watts, Dr. Gerard Damsteegt,
Ezra Longway, Lillian Lo, and D.T. Djang.

Finally, I would like to express my great apprecia-
tion for the kindness, interest and patience of the
staff of Thai Watana Panich Press Co.,  Ltd.,
Bangkok, Thailand, who have pains-takingly type-set
the book with the disadvantage of working in two
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Prolog. Genesis

foreign languages-English and Chinese! Little does
one realize, viewing the completed book, the separate
problems they incurred in acquiring Chinese type, the
services of a calligrapher, and the reproductions by
their press artist of the unfamiliar ancient forms. The
technology they found challenging, and the whole was
accomplished without complaint!

ETHEL R. NELSON, M.D.

Pathologist
New England Memorial Hospital

Stoneham, Massachusetts
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Chapter 1 : Not Without Witness

Theories of man’s origin have haunted scientists
and theologians alike for years. They have debated the
authenticity of the beginnings of life on this earth as re-
corded in Genesis. Interested people the world around,
it seems, have either accepted these writings “by faith”
or have considered them mere fables.’

What would be your reaction to an extra-Biblical
source of the same  narratives as portrayed in the first
11 chapters of Genesis-those “hard-to-believe” early
writings? One or two fragmentary stories are found in
many early cultures-the creation, the fall of mankind
into sin, Noah’s flood-but the whole picture is not there;
and vivid, accurate, unmuddied details are lacking. One
might think of looking into the most ancient records and
artifacts of the oldest civilization in the world for con-
firmation. That would lead us to China, which proudly
claims the distinction of 4,500 years of unbroken civili-
zation. But China? Who would consider this country,
with its religious mixtures of ancestral worship, Taoism
and its myths and magic, Buddhism and its superstitions
and divinations, Confucianism and its scholarly teach-
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Not Without Witness

ings, as the depository of anything Judeo-Christian?

Yet, if we take a journey backward in time, passing
the first century B. C., when Buddhism was introduced;

ShangTi the fifth century B.C., when Taoism and Confucianism

fb

simultaneously blossomed; and continue back 1,500 or
even 2,000 years more, we find a different religious at-

emperor mosphere. There we find the little-appreciated evi-

1

dence that these ancient people served only one God,
had no myths or idols, and kept a strict moral code.2
They called their God ShangTi  4. & (ShangTi, Shang-
ti, Shangti), the Heavenly (above) 4. Emperor d?

It is supposed that the Chinese originally migrated
from a site in Mesopotamia, for they show evidences
of similarity to the later Babylo-Assyrian culture in arts,
sciences, and government.3 The approximate date of
their origin, 2500 B. C., is surprisingly close to the strict
chronological dating of the great event at the tower of
Babel which resulted in ‘the division of all mankind
into new linguistic groups and the consequent dispersion
of peoples over the face of the earth. If God at that time
truly confused the mother tongues of earth, these people
carried with them a newly acquired spoken language.
They also must have had an accurate knowledge of his-
torical events from the beginning of time, which they
communicated by word of mouth. This should have
been an accurate record, since the period spanned was
only three patriarchal lifetimes: Adam to Methuselah
to Shem (Genesis 5:3-32;  10:25;  ll:lO-16).

Because of the geographical isolation of China by
mountain ranges, deserts, and oceans, this race of people
was sealed off to itself, free from outside influences, as
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it developed its own characteristic culture, nor was it
disturbed for over 2,000 years.

When the Chinese, very early in their history as a
separate people, found a need to communicate with a
written language, a system of word-pictures was in-
vented in keeping with the characteristic calligraphy
of the ancient world. True to all primitive written
languages, these so-called pictographs were satisfactory
for representing objects but carried limitations in  ex-
pressing abstract concepts. The early graphic symbols,
therefore, were combined in meaningful ways to convey
ideas, called ideograms, and these “picture stories” of
necessity had to contain common knowledge in order
to be understood. It would have been only natural
to use as a basis for some of the ideograms the history
of the ancient beginnings of humanity with which all
were familiar by oral tradition. Consequently, the
written Chinese language is composed of characters
uniquely adapted to the possibility of containing the
stories of Genesis.

We might illustrate at this point just what an ideo-
gram is and how a concept such as the word “tempter,”
for example, could be translated into an expressive writ-
ten character by graphically depicting the story of Eve’s
encounter with the devil in the Garden of Eden. In this
first historic moment of temptation the devil must of
course be pictured. Three primitive pictographs were
selected to accomplish this: a garden, field or  landed
property EI represents the Garden of Eden; a  man, son
IL shows the humanoid aspect of the devil, who spoke
as a man to Eve, even though through the medium of a
serpent; and the word secret, private J+ conveys his
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Not Without Witness

clandestine approach to Eve. These three symbols,
together with the “p’ieh” / indicating “alive,” are
combined in the devil a.

But to be more specific, the devil &, radical is then
placed under the cover  f of protecting 6%~  kf-. The
devil j& waited for Eve in the forbidden tree, which was
located in the middle of the garden next to the tree of
life-hence the two trees &. Furthermore, he was
under CDYW f , being hidden in the tree and also camou-
flaged as a serpent. By uniting these primitive picto-
graphs into an ideographic character, the word tempter
& appears to have been designed. Or were these six
significant constituent symbols brought together by mere
chance ?

La + ,L+ w + / =%+A#.+i-  =LE
XXlVt man  garden [alive] devil wets COYCI tempw

The preceding serves’ to illustrate the purpose of
this book in exploring some of the pictographic and
ideographic types of Chinese characters in order to un-
lock what we believe is a parallel account of the fascinat-
ing chronicle of beginnings. A feature which makes this
hypothesis even more tenable is that the.words to be dis-
cussed in this book are of themselves very relevant to
the stories of Genesis. If the inventor of the written
language were seeking to portray such words by picto-
graphs or ideographs,  it would be appropriate for him
to find the earliest instance in oral tradition bearing an
illustration. For example: the words bring forth, com-
plete, orjinish  would be expected to refer to the creation
week; while first,  perfect, beginning, and ancestor should
apply to Adam and Eve; and warn, covet, naked, hide,
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thorn, and sorrow, are ideas first expressed in the temp-
tation and fall of the original human pair. ‘\,

j\
There is reason to believe that the Chinese written

\

language bears a testimony to prehistory with emerging
details closely resembling the Hebrew portrayal. Some
information contained by the ancient characters gives
unexpected insights into the little-understood primeval
world. The graphic symbols often seem to give specifica-
tions referring to the two worlds-either that of Adam
and Eve in the mysterious preflood period, or to Noah
and his family, the postdiluvian (postflood) common
ancestors. Most remarkable of all is that the Chinese
characters have survived intact through the intervening
thousands of years with very little modification in the
meaning of their constituent parts, although the actual
written forms have undergone stylistic changes. Today
this remarkable language represents the one remaining
pictographic and ideographic  language  in current use
in the modern world.

It is the purpose of this book to propose, therefore,
that the ancient Chinese people were quite familiar with
the same record which the Hebrew Moses is popularly
given credit for writing some 700 to 1,000 years later.
Imagine this information being stored in special charac-
ters that were in use hundreds of years before the first
page of the Bible was written! Moreover we believe that
the Chinese actually employed this historical knowledge
as one small facet in the process of building their written
language. The significance of this claim is broad. But
most important, it appears to us to give support and
added acceptance to the often-slandered account of the
Biblical Genesis.

5



Not  Without  witness

How is it that the factuality  of Genesis is now uni-
versally questioned, whereas a century ago  it was general-
ly accepted in large portions of the world? Many people
today are evolutionists, having been, brought up from
childhood accepting this idea. Early, they are taught in
school and by the media to think the earth evolved
through millions or billions of years. They are frequent-
ly unacquainted with the Scriptural explanation  of
creation except in a fanciful or ridiculing context. This
educational influence has left too many closeminded on
the subject of origins, accepting only the statements of
the scientific world as fact.

Thanks to archaeological finds, the credibility
of the Bible is increasing.4  Gradually, archaeologists
have been digging up evidence of ancient civilizations
mentioned exclusively in the Bible. Inscriptions in clay
and rock have been deciphered which describe with
conclusive data the very peoples once considered mere
Biblical hypotheses. The 1976 find of an entire library of
intact clay tablets at Tell Mardikh (ancient Ebla in Sy-
ria) by Italian archaeologists is eagerly being deciphered
for meaningful associations with the early chapters of
Genesis.5 Will the early Hebrew pre-recorded history
be clarified by these relic writings? Will a vast Semitic
culture from the centuries prior to 2000 B.C. come to
light ?

There is much discussion about the origin of fos-
sils, petrified forests, and coal and oil deposits. Do these
prove evolution, or were they produced by an ancient
universal flood with cataclysmic upheavals?  One obser-
vation would meet with universal agreement: these are
all remnants of a lush vegetation and vast fauna distribu-
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Not  Without  witness

ted worldwide, from present-day deserts to icy poles.
The process which instantaneously froze, thereby pre-
serving in toto, thousands of mammoths grazing on
temperate vegetation,6 encased ripe fruit in ice, petrified
giant hardwood trees before the normal course of rot-
ting could ensue, and liquified  or carbonized other or-
ganic life into fuel for future generations must have
involved the whole earth in a rapidly transpiring event.

What was the world like that nurtured these mute
but splendid remnants of a former age? Each step in
the process of creation is described in the first pages of
Genesis as meeting God’s quality-controlled perfection:
“And God saw everything that He had made, and behold,
it was very good” (Genesis I :3 1)  This primeval planet
was so perfect that we can scarcely imagine how dif-
ferent it was from the most idyllic panorama on our pre-
sent earth. We are pleased today with a much inferior
familiar scene-the recovered world following the devas-
tation of a universal catastrophe.

Terrariums have become popular in the last few
years, and especially those people who have a hard time
remembering to water their house plants appreciate that
one can neglect theglass-encased ferns, mosses, or  small-
leaved plants for months at a time and see them re-
peatedly utilize and thrive on the meager moisture con-
tained in the system. It has been proposed that our
earth was once just such a vast enclosed greenhouse,
for the great size and verdure of fossil plants suggest
ideal primordial climatic conditions. A very even tem-
perature could have been made possible by a globe-en-
circling vapor canopy as described in Genesis 1 :6-8:
“And God said, ‘Let there be a firmament in the midst
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of the waters [originally surrounding the earth], and let
it separate the waters from the waters.’ And God made
the firmament and separated the waters which were un-
der the firmament [seas] from the waters which were
above the firmament [water canopy]. And it was so.
And God called the firmament Heaven.” Also in Gene-
sis 2:6 it is stated that a “mist went up from the earth
and watered the whole face of the ground.”

A water canopy encircling the earth would  create
an even temperature everywhere, thus eliminating winds
and in turn rains. This protective vaporous mantle
would also screen out harmful radiation and could
conceivably contribute to the early longevity of mankind,
as recorded in Genesis.7  Truly the first world was a
strangely wonderful place. But again, did it abruptly
end with the  emptying of the water canopy upon the earth
during the universal flood? This possibility is depicted
in Genesis when “all the fountains  of the great deep
burst forth, and the windows of the heavens  were opened.
And rain fell upon the earth forty days and forty nights”
(Genesis 7 : ll,12).  According to the Biblical record, the
whole earth was convulsed in a mighty upheaval as these
tumultuous waters swept away the first world’s inhabi-
tants and vegetation. Only Noah and his family, togeth-
er with pairs of animal species, are recorded to have
been preserved in a spacious vessel of his own making.

But how can we believe such an idealistic first
world ever existed? How can we scientifically accept a
“myth?’ Is there any real evidence outside of fossils
to substantiate the Genesis story? How about Noah’s
ark? Would we believe the Bible if the remnants of a
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mighty wooden boat, equal in dimensions to those
itemized in Genesis, were found on Mt. Ararat, where
this ancient vessel went aground? A number of incon-
clusive search expeditions to this mountain range in
Turkey have been conducted over the past number of
yea&.

We feel confident in presenting the material in this
book that there is another reliable record’ of earth’s
beginnings which agrees in close detail with the Genesis
writings. The total history of the two vastly different
worlds described in Genesis will also be viewed
through the eyes and creative thinking of the ancient
inventor of the Chinese characters. Adam and Eve were
given dominion over a perfect creation of primeval
beauty, while Noah’s family of eight survivors struggled ’
to reestablish the human race in a desolate, unrecogni-
zable and devastated land.

It is hoped that as this subject is explored, you will
gain a new appreciation for earth’s oldest culture and
an excitement in probing the picturesque, graphic
Chinese language. How miraculous that it has
been preserved with so little change through the
intervening millennia! Today it is still used by more
of this world’s populace than any other single script.
Could the Chinese characters even have been divinely
preserved, along with fossil remains, as supporting
witnesses to the Hebrew Scriptures, which answer
the perplexing question of origins?

We bring you good news, that
you should turn from these vain things to a
living God who made the heaven and the earth
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and the sea and all that is in them. In past gen-
erations He allowed all the nations to walk
in their own way; yet He did not leave Himself
without witness . (Acts 14:15-17).
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Chapter 2 : Imperial Intrigue
in the Chinese Dark Ages

If we are to understand and appreciate how
certain primitive Chinese characters were conceived,
we must first allow our imaginations to paintjan
ancient scene. Envision a hardy, intelligent, and
industrious people newly settling into a rugged en-
vironment of lovely valleys with serene, meandering
streams and surrounding lofty mountains. These
were not uncivilized barbarians, but a wise people
who possessed skills in the use of metals, architecture,
mathematics, and various sciences. The beauty of
their natural surroundings also stimulated an inborn
latent artistry. Their diversified knowledge had
doubtless been acquired under the influence of their
former homeland in the region of ancient Babel. The
seven-day week which they used could well have
stemmed from their acquaintance with the history of
the original creation week.

From earliest times their activities were faithfully
recorded. Perhaps one of the most venerated and
important manuscripts of ancient China is the Shu
Ching  (Shoo  King), the Book of History. This was
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Imperial Intrigue in the Chinese Dark Ages

found secreted in the wall of Confucius’ house when
it was pulled down in 140 B.C. Its contents, amazingly,
date back nearly to the time of Noah and consist of
a number of records of the first three dynasties, Hsia,
Shang, and Chou,  and several of their predecessors,
embracing the period from the middle of the 24th
century B.C. to 721 B.C.

Ancient writings had attracted the attention of
Confucius when he was at the court of Chou,  and
selecting those things he considered valuable, he com-
piled the Book of History. It contains seeds of all
things that are deemed important in the estimation
of the Chinese-the foundation of their political
system, their history, religious rites, basis of their
tactics, music and astronomy? Apparently, as these
manuscripts would testify, the Chinese had an early
written means of logging their annals. When and
how did their writing methods come into existence?

Legends differ as to who the inventor of the written
language was; however, this honor is popularly credited
to Ts’ang Chieh, a minister and historian for the
“yellow emperor,” Hwang  Ti, third ruler in the so-
called legendary period of China. It is generally agreed
that the rudiments of the written language came very
early in the history of the Chinese as a distinct  people,
and by tradition this first effort at devising a picto-
graphic and ideographic  system has been assigned
to about 2500 B.C.3

The keeping of accurate annals naturally followed
in the wake of being able to chronicle events in writing.
An unfailing record of successive reigning emperors
has been accurately kept from the beginning of the
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Imperial Intrigue in the Chinese Dark Ages

Hsia Dynasty in 2205 B.C. Since it is the prevailing
religious climate at various periods which mainly
concerns us, our brief excursion into history will center
on this aspect of their culture.

For more than the past 2,000 years China has
nurtured three religions: Confucianism, Taoism,
and Buddhism. The Chinese, with good reason,
assert that these teachings, originally three, have
become one. They have temples of the Three Re-
ligions in which images of Confucius and Lao-tze
(founder of Taoism) stand to the right and left of
Buddha, forming a triad of sages.

The brilliant Confucius, born in 551 B.C., was a
contemporary of both Lao-tze (also Lao-tse, Lao-tsze,
Lao-tzu)  and Gautama, the latter being the unwitting
founder of Buddhism in far-off India. Confucius
sifted through the records of remote antiquity and
drew out those principles which he felt worthy of
promotion. His models of virtue were Yao and Shun,
emperors of the so-called early legendary period.
He was a great reformer and moralist, became a
premier of his state, and demonstrated in his own life
the principles he taught. He is especially known for
his pithy, wise proverbs.

Taoism. is also indigenous to China. Nearly
all of the gods regarded by the Chinese as overseeing
their material interests originated with this sect.
Theirs is a system of myths, magic, and superstition.
Buddhism, which entered China about 67 B.C., is
a strange paradox of religious atheism. Adherents
admit to no Supreme Being but believe that the human
soul is subject to endless misfortune and transmigration
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into different animal or human forms with the only
final escape being complete extinction. The mind is
withdrawn from thought and feeling by ascetic exercise,
with the goal of Nirvana, a negative state of exemption
from pain.4

But what was the religious belief in ancient China
before 500 B.C.-before the age of Confucius, Lao-
tze and Gautama? This intriguing history, is little
known or appreciated by either the Chinese or the
Westerner. It was during this primeval period  that
the Chinese culture, as well as the language, including
the beautiful and unique calligraphy, developed.
As noted, court historians kept careful records, pre-
served from one dynasty to the next. During the
first three dynasties of Hsia, Shang, and Chou, from
c.  2205 to 255 B.C., the Supreme Heavenly Ruler,
ShangTi,  A$ also designated as T’ien  (Heaven),

k

A, and occasionally Shen  (God, a spirit), $,  was
venerated. In fact, the Chinese were monotheists
in an ancient world of polytheistic worship.

HCL7 W” The earliest account of religious worship, found
in the Shu Ching (the Book of History  compiled by
Confucius), records of Emperor Shun in 2230 B.C.,

Ii
e

“He sacrificed to ShangTi.”  This ceremony had re-
ference to what became known as the “border sacri-

God, a
Spirit fices”  because at the summer solstice the emperor

took part in ceremonies to the earth on the northern
border of the country, while at the winter solstice
he offered a sacrifice to heaven on the southern border.
Wrote Confucius in the Chung  Yung,  “The ceremonies
of the celestial and terrestrial sacrifices are those by
which men serve ShangTi.“~
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But can ShangTi  be identified as the same Supreme
Being of Genesis? Let us examine portions of the
recitation script from the annual border rituals in
which the emperor, as high priest, alone participated
in the sacrificial service:

Of old in the beginning, there was the
great chaos, without form and dark. The five
elements [planets] had not begun to revolve,
nor the sun and the moon to shine. In the
midst thereof there existed neither form nor
sound. Thou, 0 spiritual Sovereign [+  $‘I,
camest  forth in Thy presidency, and first didst
divide the grosser parts from the purer. Thou
madest heaven; Thou madest earth; Thou
madest man. All things with their reprodu-
cing power got their being.6

This recitation extolling ShangTi  as Creator of
heaven and earth sounds surprisingly  like the first
chapter of Genesis. “In the beginning God created
the heavens and the earth. The earth was without
form and void, and darkness was upon the face of
the deep “(Genesis I :I, 2. Read the entire
first chapter). Furthermore, the Chinese must have
had a sense of love, kinship, and filial feeling for
ShangTi as the Emperor continued:

Thou hast vouchsafed, 0 Ti [$-I, to hear us,
for Thou regardest us as a Father. I, Thy
child, dull and unenlightened, am unable to
show forth my dutiful feelings.’ [Italics sup-
plied.]

The Heavenly Ruler is praised for his loving
kindness as the ceremony concludes:
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Thy sovereign goodness is infinite. As
a potter, Thou hast  made all  living things. Thy
sovereign goodness is infinite. Great and
small are sheltered [by Thy love]. As engraven
on the heart of Thy poor servant is the sense
of Thy goodness, so that my feeling cannot
be fully displayed. With great kindness Thou
dost bear with us, and not withstanding our
demerits, dost grant us life and prosperity.8
[Italics supplied.] /

These last two recitations, taken together, bear
the same simile as found in Isaiah:

But now, 0 Lord, Thou art our Father; we  are
the clay, and Thou our Potter and we all are
the work of Thy hand (Isaiah 64:8 KJV).

Veneration of the ancestors was an early innova-
tion, possibly derived from the practice of the emperor
acting as high priest in the ‘worship of Shang Ti. Here
was the first intercessor between God and man in
China. With the death of the earthly royal intercessor,
his spirit was believed to continue in mediatorial
service. At first emperors, then later national heroes,
and finally family patriarchs were revered-not as
deities but as spirit intercessors who could grant favors
and take an interest in the current welfare and future
benefit of the suppliant.

The concept of ancestor worship antedated Con-
fucius and is still above all other ties for both families
and communities. At death, graves of the mighty
were filled with terracotta models of horses, carts,
houses, furniture, and slaves for the use of the deceased.
The most extravagant burial of all time was that of the
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great conqueror Ch’in Shih Huang-ti, who in 209 B.C.
was buried beneath a great artificial mound, 500 feet
high and two miles in circumference. The complex of
subterranean passages was filled with untold treasures.
Ten thousand workmen employed in its construction
were entombed with him9

Only today is this mammoth 2,200-year-old  burying
ground being explored by Chinese archaeologists, who
estimate its complete retinue of life-sized pottery soldiers
and horses guarding the resting emperor  number about
6,000. Building on this immense mausoleum began
when the king ascended the throne at the age of 13  and
continued for 36 years, utilizing the services of some
700,000 slave artisans. Excavations begun in 1974 have
not yet reached the emperor’s tomb, and already the
finds are breathtaking.‘O

But why should we go into detail  concerning the
single emperor, Ch’in Shih Huang-ti? It is because his
reign w a s  pivotal not only for  the establishment  of the
Chinese empire but also from the standpoint of the reli-
gious  course  of the empire. The youthful Ch’in Shih
Huang-ti  came to the throne of the Ch’in dynasty in 246
B. C., and within 25 years had conquered all of China’s
separate warring states, thus unifying the great nation.
He then declared himself the “first universal emperor.”
The name “China” is derived from his dynastic appel-
lation. He was noted for many accomplishments,
among them the completion of the Great Wall, which
extends like an endless, undulating serpent for 1,500
miles. He built roads, a vast canal system, standardized
the style of writing  the Chinese characters, as well as
weights and measurements. He is especially noted for
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having burned the ancient classics and records, and for
burying alive over 400 Confucian scholars who opposed
his violent “reforms.“”

Although a ruthless executioner of the Confucian-
ists, he apparently fell under the influence of Taoist
superstitions and allowed corruption of the ancient "bor-
der” sacrifices to ShangTi  and the erection of an addi-
tional four altars to the white, green, yellow, and red
“Tis” (heavenly rulers).

With the death of Ch’in Shih Huang-ti,  the Ch’in
dynasty, lasting only 49 years, ended and the new Han
dynasty followed. A famous  Taoist, Sin Hwan-p’ing,
influenced a Han emperor, Wan by name, in 166 B.C.,
to offer the first imperial sacrifices to the additional
spurious Tis,  contrary to the teachings of antiquity.
Thus a polytheistic service supplanted  the original worship
of the one God, ShangTi. Because of this meddling with
the ancient rites, the chief  of censors accused Sin Hwan-
p’ ing of treason, writing in a memorial:

1 venture to say that nothing is more foolish
than this new figment of the spirits ShangTi,
of which he says that there are five. It is indeed
certain, that from the most ancient times, all
who have been wise, and deemed masters of
the nation, on account of their reputation for
distinguished wisdom, have known but one
ShangTi,  eminent over all, on whom all
things  depend, from whom is to be sought
whatever is for the advantage of the empire,
and to whom it is the duty and custom of the
emperors to sacriiice.‘*
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Not long after the presentation of this memorial,
Sin Hwan-p’ing was put to death, but the corrupt prac-
tice continued on unchanged for  more  than 12  centuries. 13

During the Ming dynasty an investigation was car-
ried out regarding the imperial sacrificial system. Two
committees of historians were appointed about A.D.
1369 to delve into the existing ancient records to
ascertain the original rituals. By so doing, they dis-
covered the Taoist-inspired error and deviation from
the original ritual of the first three dynasties of Hsia,
Shang, and Chou (2205-255 B. C.). They abolished
these practices and returned once again to the ritual of
Chou, by which the emperor worshiped a solitary
heavenly ruler, ShangT??

So it appears that the primitive religion of China
was monotheistic with worship of a heavenly Creator
and living God whose benevolent blessing was sought
by the emperor as high priest and by the mediatorial
invocation of worthy deceased ancestors. However,
with the introduction of’ Taoist and Buddhist concepts, all
original meaning of their rituals was lost and religious
appellations  were  .falsely  applied to expanding mystical
ideas of spirit deities. Many ancient records had been
burned, and religious worship was altered, revised, and
blurred with the passage of time.

Over a hundred years ago, as the Bible was being
translated into Chinese by Protestant missionaries, de-
bate arose among them as to what Chinese term should
be used for “God” (Elohim,  Jehovah, Theos).  With the
research that emanated on the subject at this time, a real
appreciation resulted for the original religious concepts
of the Chinese. They found that, in truth, the ancient
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Chinese worshiped a God of Heaven with attributes
identical to those of the Christians’ deity. Declared one
distinguished translator of the Chinese classics :

Do the Chinese know the true God? . . . The
evidence supplied by Chinese literature and his-
tory appears to me so strong, that I find it dif-
ficult to conceive how anyone, who has stud-
ied it, can come to the opposite conclusion?

This same researcher into the Chinese religion
Shen, God declared :

Shang Ti,
G o d

Have ever the Chinese, during the four
thousand years over which their history
extends, fashioned an image of ShangTi? They
have not. ShangTi is self-existent. He existed
before the heaven and the earth and sun. He
created them. He rules over them. His years
have no end?

?L
Q e

A
Sheng Ling,
Holy Spirit

The terms decided upon to designate “God” in the
Chinese versions of the Bible are Shen17  ~~  and Shang-
Ti h q,  and for the Holy Spirit Sheng Ling $~g,
this latter a Christian combination of two ancient
characters: holy g and spirit g.  ,

In summary, we find that the written language of
China was conceived during the primeval, monotheistic
period, when the religious concepts were still pristine
and the history of earlier ages unmuddied by later inno-
vations. This ancient pictographic and ideographic
language has survived unscathed, and we believe bears
a witness to the original beliefs of the Chinese, handed
down by oral tradition. The record contained by many
specific characters carries such a close similarity to the
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Hebrew Genesis that it would seem only logical to be-
lieve that both civilizations must have access to the
same common historical knowledge. Acquaintance
with the true early religious background of the Chinese
therefore makes Genesis correlation more credible and
understandable.
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Chapter 3 : Easy Lessons in “Character
Building”

The Occidental is rightly awed when looking at the
written Chinese language. Whereas the Western alphabet
has a mere 26 letters from which to make thousands of
combinations forming words, long and short, ordinary
or exotic, colloquial or erudite, the Chinese  language
has a far more complex and intriguing system.

For our purpose, we will study the written language
quite superficially and quickly find how it builds on
itself. Be assured that the ordinary careful reader will
not find this baffling or too difficult to comprehend.
However, it is necessary to have a basic introduction to
the Chinese characters which will be not only informa-
tive but also interesting.

All ancient script began with simple line drawings
of familiar objects. Word picture systems were developed
by many civilizations including the early Sumerian peo-
ple in the Mesopotamian Valley, the Egyptians, and
the Chinese. In the evolution of most scripts ,  ideograms
emerged at the demand for more abstract ideas of size,
movement. thought, and  feeling, a feature of the  Chinese
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1
language that will be demonstrated in this chapter.
Since the pictographs and ideographs had correspond-
ing sounds of the spoken language, they were also
phonetic. The more cumbersome drawings of most early
languages were abbreviated into shortened forms for the
sake of rapid writing until letters evolved and phonetic
alphabets were born. This latter simplified writing, how-
ever, never developed in the Chinese language.

Only in the past few decades have actual changes
been fostered in Chinese writing in an attempt to simplify
the characters and make reading and writing easier.
These  modifications completely destroy the pictographic
aspects of the language. Therefore in the near future the
classical Chinese characters may be as dead as ancient
Latin or Greek. Instead of being the written language
of the greatest number of people on the face of the earth
today this venerable writing may fall into disuse and be
known and studied only by scholars.

Whereas most written languages construct words
from the letters of an alphabet, the Chinese written, lan-
guage uses radicals, also called keys, roots or primitives,

as the basic units and building blocks for the word
characters. Each character contains one or more roof
symbols. The radicals, of which  there are 214, are in turn
organized according to the number of strokes required
in writing them, anywhere from one to 17. Numbered
in definite order’, from the simplest to the most complex,
these keys must be memorized in proper sequence by
the scholar so that they may’be recited easily.

The radicals are the most primitive (hence this
synonym) form of the language and many are clearly pic-
tographs, or word pictures; for example, a cliff of preci-
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pice  f obviously is an embankment; a roof or house
.+ demonstrates a gable in the center with eaves at the

edges; stream, to flow  N or)11 , show torrents or eddies
of moving water; claws of birds or animals, to scratch
or grasp  1;~  , depicts digits spread apart in such a way
that the extremity is poised for action.

As this book is read, one will become fascinated at
the ingenuity demonstrated in the language.. Because
the objects represented are so graphic, many of the radi-
cals are easy to remember. Field, landedproperty, garden
~1 looks, like a well-marked-out and irrigated plot of

land. A tree, wood or wooden &, shows not only the tree

(the vertical line above the horizontal line of the ground),
but also branching roots. Mouth, speech, talk Q is in
fact a gaping orifice and can represent not only the oral
cavity but also the activities of the mouth such as eating,
speaking, or breathing. Just as in English one uses the
expression “so many mouths to feed” in reference to the
number of individuals indicated, so Q can also represent
a person.

A net, W or BI , is surely a trap through which a fish
could never pass. One need hardly be told that k or
,W  is fire, for either the flames leap upward in the first
symbol, or lick along the ground in the second. Hair,
feathers, are illustrated by3  , which appear like long
combed tresses, while 3,  feathers, or wings,  very

similar to9 , show the plumage attached to a pair of
wings.

There are a number of radicals used to represent
a man. The most simple is a vertical stroke \ Slightly
more developed is JL, a key which pictures a trunk with
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the left leg slightly angulated  (as viewed from behind),
and the right one stretched out for walking. A third
symbol for man, person, or mankind is  A, with both
legs spread apart, This last primitive has a second form
f , which is merely a lateral compression of A.

A simple horizontal stroke - can mean heaven,
or earth or one, depending upon its relative position.
The numeral one is written in the middle of a character
or radical; earth at the base; and heaven at the top.
The first three numerals are readily apparent: one-,
two  r.,  and three  3.  Ten is +. When one - man  \
stands on the ground - , his ten j- toes are placed on
the earth  &, and this symbol becomes the word dirt,
mud, dust, soil, clay. This brief introduction serves to
illustrate the truly pictorial aspect of the language as
depicted by the preceding primitive radicals.

The formation of more complex radicals or char-
acters by combining radicals is next demonstrated in
a simple way. By using the basic symbol A for man,
many new words were developed. Add to the man r,
radical a horizontal stroke, one -,  so that it looks like
a man with arms outstretched, A, and the word become
an ideographic  radical with the suggestion of being
great, big, tall, or in reference to man, noble, high in rank,
or full grown.  When a man grows old, he uses a cane,
as if three-legged. The character then is written jk and
carries the superlative meaning of very, much, too, or
excessive.

When a man is grown and married, he is pictured
as having a second person with him. Literally he is
“two  ; men A” and no longer single. A husband is

2 5
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therefore depicted as k. In the Orient,  when the hus-
band loses his wife by death, he grows a beard or
moustache for several months as a sign of mourning.
The word husband may also show a “mourning badge”
as A demonstrates a small stroke added to the left.
This alteration forms an ideogram signifying to lose.
Since the small stroke is attached to the upper “second”
man of husband A, it indicates the loss or cancellation
of one.

The position of the horizontal strokes is important
Husband is A, but if the upper horizontal stroke is
placed at the top of the figure, A, this designates
heavens, firmament, o r  sky, since nothing is higher than
the “sky.” Thus ;k,  A, A, and A are all charac-

ters built upon radical 37 A, which in turn is formed
from radical 9 A. *

At this point it should also be noted that Chinese
characters are formed in such a way that they have the
familiar configuration of a square. Therefore the
constituent radicals may be stretched out or squeezed
together in order to conform to a given space in the

total figure. For artistry’s sake, vertical or horizontal
lines of adjacent radicals in a character are lined up as
in pu, or merged as in &, a combination of # and %,

The base of one radical may become the top of another
so there need be no repetition of lines, as in q,  where
anda, ,t and IJ share the same horizontal stroke.

Two or more simple pictographs joined together
express an entirely new idea, giving birth to an ideo-
graph. To illustrate, here are some samples:
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-6, tongue, is a protrusion from the mouth 0
and is composed of thousand ;t and mouth Q
Note the “p’ieh” at the top of the figure / to
indicate the thousand “movements” of the
tongue.

3,  words, speech, to talk, are formed by vapor
or breath rising from the mouth.

v?  > a companion or mate, uses 0 to mean a
person. Two persons joined together are mates
$ and when qualified with man ( indicate

human companions.

-a,  dawn or morning sees the sun fl emerging
above the horizon of the earth -

Most of the characters selected for this book are
exact and clever in their structure. They reveal the phi-
losophy and wit of the inventors of the language and are
worthy of our careful scrutiny. Time is needed to study,
appreciate,  and learn the Chinese characters so beauti-
fully preserved from antiquity. They provide enough
material to preach a hundred sermons to. all people
still occupying the earth more than 4,000 years later.

The characters with which we will be dealing in
this book arc very ancient, but through the past 2,000
years there has been scarcely any change in their con-
stituent radicals, since the’identical characters are also
used in the other Oriental countries, such as Japan and
Korea.2

The possibility of alterations in these Chinese
words through a Christian influence is also negated
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since the characters were well established before Chris-
tians entered China. The earliest record of any Chris-
tian mission to China is found inscribed on the Nesto-
rian  monument in Sianfu, erected in A. D. 781. Sianfu
was the capital of the T’ang empire (A. D. 618-906) and
the center of the then-greatest civilization in the world.
This monument recorded the visit to the T’ang court
of a band of Christians led by Alopen  from Ta-chin
(Syria). Alopen  brought with him the “true scriptures.”
They were given to Emperor T’ang T’ai-tsung who com-
manded that they be translated in the royal library.
These Christians flourished under royal sponsorship
until A.D. 845, when they suffered persecution, and soon
afterward, neared extinction.

In 1908 other Christian documents were discovered
in a rock cavern a thousand miles to the west of Sianfu
in the desert. Sir Aurel Stein, a British archaeologist,
purchased these ancient manuscripts, one of which was
dated A.D. 641, and is thus the oldest Chinese transla-
tion of any gospel portion. It is thought that these docu-
ments were written by the same Christian group as
those in Sianfu.3

In spite of these early visits to China by Christian
missionaries, the Chinese written language containing
the primitive words used in this book had already been
disseminated to other Oriental countries. Thus it is not
the Christian influence which brought a knowledge of
the history of the Genesis account to China, but this
information must have been known thousands of years
earlier when the language was first invented.

A partial classification of the characters is here
outlined in order to introduce the novice to the clever
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mechanics of the language. An acquaintance with this
classification is also necessary to understand the thesis
and claims of this book.

I. Pictographs. These are thought to be the most
primitive symbols, of which there are about 600 in num-
ber. Examples are (, the sun, later modified to fl ; and
,$ a horse. The 214 radicals are largely from this picto-
graphic group. As has been stated previously, the
radicals are the building blocks; for one or more are
used to compose every more complex character in the
language.

II. Ideographs. Two or more simple characters
are united to give a new idea. ldeographs form a very
important step in the development of the language.
As one linguist said, “Of the time when these charac-
ters were invented, we know nothing; but it is plain that
their introduction must have given a very extended
scope to the language, and they offer an interesting
study, as, in many instances, giving us an insight into the
moral and social conditions of those who framed them.
[Italics supplied.] For example, if we analyze the cha-
racter is, meaning sincere [trustful] we find that it is
formed by the combination of the characters of 4
a man and $ words, a collocation of ideas which
speaks well for the honourable truthfulness of the
ancient Chinese.” There are about 700 ideographs,

III. Phonetic characters These are formed from
radicals being brought together for their sound rather
than meaning. There are about 20,000 of these, account-
ing for the greatest number ofwritten words. When the
Chinese began to apply phonetic principles, the written
language expanded rapidly. Each character of this type
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consists of two parts, a signific radical and a phonetic
portion. The former gives in a general way some-
thing of the meaning of the character, while the latter

suggests its pronunciation.4

This is an example of how such a phonetic charac-
ter is formed. The Chinese colloquial word for mofher

45

is “ma.” In order to develop a character for this word,

,\S’ the coiner of the new character chose a common plionet-

fflO,h6V ic radical possessing the sound, “ma,” $,  a horse, and
combined this with the radical + for woman. Thus the

-k

new character 4% means a mother, but not a horse

WOMLVI. In other words, the phonetic portion no longer
WJt7X7” has pictographic or ideographic meaning, and therefore

3

one analyzing the character from its constituent parts

,ro would not understand it. The structure of many of
horn these characters in use today is obscure since the phonet-

ic aspect of Chinese has changed drastically during the
intervening millennia.

There is a point of controversy among linguists as
to whether some characters are ideographic and wheth-
er the constituent radicals were intended to be liter-
ally translated or phonetic, with part of the components
used only for sound and not for meaning. Since with
the passage of time the original sound of the phonetic
has been lost through regional modifications in dialectic
changes, large numbers of characters are left with neither
ideographic nor phonetic meaning. Hence their compo-
sition appears haphazard and devoid of practical sense
today. In other words, the majority of Chinese charac-
ters do not tell a story and if “translated” would be
quite nonsensical.
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It should be said at this point that the characters dis-
cussed in this book are  believed to be either pictographs
(Class I) or true ideogram (Class II), since their consti-
tuent radicals appear to have been carefully  selected by
the inventor to convey a specific thought. Most of these
characters are also fairly simple, which in itself suggests
a primitive origin. If it is argued that these selected
characters are mere phonetic combinations, it would seem
that the possibility of chance formation of completely
meaningful words from  almost limitless happenstance
phonetic possibilities is mathematically narrowed with
each additional radical contained. The likelihood of thus
producing a random intelligent ideogram, especially
applicable to a specific Genesis story, might be compared
to the proverbial explosion in a print shop resulting in the
fortuitous compilation of English words!5

Earliest identified inscriptions have been found on
oracle scapular bones and tortoise shells, which were
used for divination purposes during the Shari  dynasty
(1766-1122 B. C.) The Supreme God was thus con-
sulted regarding every act of life from the propitious
time for planting to royal troop movements. The most
ancient forms of writing are also found on large.numbers
of bronze vessels and pottery, as well as stone and jade
carvings. Even during the Shang dynasty there were
already some 5,000 different characters, both pictographs
and ideographs.6

The Chinese were greatly concerned with writing,
and it bore an intimate relationship to the arts and paint-
ing. The Chinese were the inventors of paper about
A. D. 100; had the first Chinese dictionary in A. D.
121, containing 9,353 characters; invented block print-
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ing in the 9th century; the movable press in the 1 lth
century; and prior to 1750 had printed more books than
the rest of the world put together! It is no wonder then
that their estimation of “civilization” (wen  hua) is
literally, “the transforming influence of writing,” while
the English word “civilization” refers to urbanization
as a sign of being civilized.’

There are several different forms or styles of scripts
in which Chinese characters may be written, and
although all of these calligraphies are very old, they are
still in use today for designated purposes.

There are two types of antique seal characters: the
greater  seal characters are ascribed to a court historian,
Shin Chou, about 900 B. C., and were created to take
the place ofthe  simple pictographs found on early bronz-
es and ancient drums. The lesser seal characters are
said to have been used by Li SW, a minister bf the great
“First Emperor,” Ch’in Shih Huang-ti,  in the Ch’in
dynasty, about 240 B. C., for the purpose of unifying
writing.* These seal scripts are used today only for
ornamental purposes, and upon public and private
seals.

The Li is a  square character, introduced about 200
B. C., now used only on scrolls, fans, and stone tablets.
About A. D. 350, during the Tsin dynasty, the Ts’ao,
Grass or Rapid style was introduced, taking its name
from the straw paper that it was first used upon. To-
day is used only for scrolls or on paintings.

A form used by printers in books was developed
during the Sung dynasty A. D. 960-1279.  The Cursive,
or Running hand was first used during the T’ang dynasty
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A. D. 61 X-906, and has been in common use for hand-
writing and bookkeeping ever sincc9

Besides unifying the written language of China
through the use of the lesser seal characters, Ch’in  Shih
Huang-ti’s prime minister, Li Ssu, was also given the
task of listing the then-known characters. This original
catalog, produced in 213 B. C., contained about 3,000
words, The creation of new pictographic radicals had
ceased before 800 B. C., and the phonetic principle was
already in use for inventing new characters by com-
bining the radicals.

The first etymological (word origin) studies in
Chinese are attributed to Hsu Shen (86 B.C.), who used
Li Ssu’s  catalog and produced the Shuo  Wen Hsu Shen
thus attempted to explain for the first time possible deri-
vations of nearly 8,000 characters.‘@

By this time in the course of history, ideas of Taoism
had already become firmly rooted in Chinese thinking.
The original religion, known and understood 2,000 years
before at the time when the writing was first invented,
had become nearly extinct. Naturally Hsu Shen’s  inter-
pretations of certain characters would be in the light
of his own knowledge and belief. Even today the
Shuo  Wen  is the basis of most modern interpretations
and analyses of Chinese writing.

We would like to introduce an entirely different
etymological interpretation, of applicable characters,
based upon primeval history as found in Genesis, which
was no doubt known to the ancient Chinese monotheists
by oral tradition. This, from a historical perspective,
would appear to be a more logical foundation of analy-
sis for some of the simplest and most primitive radicals
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and characters. Occasionally the more ancient forms
portray specific details lacking in today’s “modern,”
2,000-year-old  traditional characters. Therefore, in order
to clarify or substantiate an interpretation, a few of
these unique older stylized figures will be included.

So, in summary, we find that the written Chinese
language had its origin about 2500 B. C., shortly after
the migration of the future Oriental people from the
vicinity of ancient Babel. This point in time corresponds
quite closely to the genealogical date of the dispersion
of Genesis 11 (c. 2218 B.C. See p. ix). Thus The Dis-

covery  of Genesis has good foundation in chronological,
historical, and geographical fact. The next chapter
will begin a study of selected meaningful characters
comparing them with the Genesis narrative.
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Chapter 4 : Creation-Chinese Style

Since the advent of modern technology and the com-
puter, it is perhaps easier for us to begin  to comprehend
how God’s creative acts might have been instantaneously
accomplished. A single spoken word by God, such as
“dog,” was promptly translated into an adult animal
of given size, with fur, head, tail, and all anatomy com-
plete and specific for a dog down to the last cell. Its
brain was canine; its voice was characteristic of this
creature, with a growling, barking, and whining “vocab-
ulary” already built into the cerebral convolutions.
We might say that God had “programed” each object of
creation to the last detail, so that it took only a spark
of creative energy in a word to bring it into being.

The opening words of Genesis record: “The earth
was without form and void, and darkness was upon the
face of the deep” (Genesis 1 : 2). Out of the emptiness
and darkness of this initially water-covered, terrestrial
ball came perfection and beauty. On successive days
light, the firmament, dry land and seas, vegetation bear-
ing seed, the luminaries of the heavens, birds, fishes, and
mammals came forth at His fiat. He thereby converted
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His measureless energy, expressed as a command, into
mass, or created objects, following an elementary law
of nature: Mass and energy can neither be created nor
destroyed, but energy can be converted into mass, or
mass into energy. “For He spoke, and it came to be:
He commanded, and it stood forth”  (Psalm 33: 9).

One of the words for God, a Spirit, is written 4+
Let us look at the radical on the left ;i , for if bears on
the creation story. This portion may be written in three
forms: ?J?,  * , or $ The first of these, +,  may be
written alone and conveys the meaning to proclaim, to
exhibit, to manifest reveal. Surely God did these as He
performed His creative work. The Gospel of John in
the New Testament comments on the Creatorship: “In
the beginning was the Word,  and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. All things were made
through Him,  and without Him was not anything made
that was made. . And the Word became flesh and
dwelt among us” (John 1: 1, 3, 14). The Creator is called
the “Word,” for His creative power was manifested  by
His command, which was simply, “Let there be,” and it
was so.

“God” in the original Hebrew of Genesis is Elohim,
a plural term used for the multiple aspects or personal-
ities of God. These are more clearly developed in the
New Testament as the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit (Matthew 28 :19). “The Word [that] became
flesh and dwelt among us” is obviously a reference to
the Son, Jesus.

Very early, in the second verse of Genesis 1, as the
creative activity on our earth was begun, the agent in
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all this tremendous work during the first momentous

week is identified: “The earth was without form and

void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and

the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the wa-
ters” (Genesis I : 2). Let us examine closely the word for
Spirit $$, which has compacted into its strokes much
information about the three members of the Godhead,
and especially the assignment of the Holy Spirit. This
character is made up of three smaller units :+ , Q Q 0 ,
and &,  Each will be considered in turn with a more
complete dissection.

Let us first examine +, The horizontal stroke at
the top of the figure, because of its position, represents
heaven and indicates where the Spirit came from. The
second horizontal stroke n means cover. The remain-
ing portion of the figure, as expected, is nufer  4:
(This radical is usually written as + or :i , but an
ancient form is iii ). + is therefore an exact picture
of Genesis 1: 2, “the Spirit of God was moving over the
face of the waters,” which describes the first descent of
God’s Spirit to this earth. The entire radical 43,  a
second form being r;b  , means rain. This is also signifi-
cant symbolism for the theologian.’

The next portion of the word for Spirit is d Q d ,
mouth, three in number. These radicals imply that three
persons are speaking via the Spirit. This agrees with the

New Testament teaching on the Trinity. Jesus told His
disciples regarding the office of the Holy Spirit, “But
when the Counselor comes, w h o m  I shall send to you
from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, who proceeds
from the Father, He will  bear witness  to Me”(John  15 :26).
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The Spirit of God is an ambassador of the Father
and Son, representing their mouths as well as His own,
making three. This c1aim  can be verified by a separate
character meaning instead of, or to substitute $. Here
is seen the radical to speak a, and above it two distin-
guished person (s)  It is apparent that the speaker E)
is a spokesman not only for himself, but for the two
other respected personsk~as  well, making three, for
he speaks instead of or as a substitute. This pa’rallels  the
Q v d mouths  Most importantly, the acts of creation
were performed by speaking things into existence. “By
the word of the Lord the heavens were made, and all
their host by the breath of His mouth”  (Psalm 33: 6).

Jnterestingly, the three mouths written as an inde-
pendent word in a different form p”p mean conduct or
actions. Supposedly the ancient Chinese accepted the
words spoken by the three mouths with authority as

their rule of conduct.

The final component of Spirit,  written &,  is made
up of three radicals, 4.1~4,  signifying man, work,
man.  Notice also that a third man I is inside the word
work L.~  In its original composition, the upper hori-
zontal stroke represented heaven, while the one at the
base indicated the earth. The vertical stroke joining
them together depicted a person working. Therefore,
there are really three persons working together under
heaven upon the earth r,  1 4, illustrating again the
concept of three personages operating together in the
creation of the earth. Three men 4 ] A have three
mouths Q Q Q

However the whole character & means a worker
of magic. What more descriptive title could be given
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to the Spirit of God in that first week of creation? “By
faith we understand that the world was created by the
word of  God, so that what is seen was made out of things
which do not appear” (Hebrews 1 I :3). Today the
Chinese also apply this word & to a witch, wizard, or
one devil-possessed. What a pity that the spirit of the
devil has replaced the Spirit of God in the interpretation
of this symbol!

As one contemplates the entire character  for the
Spirit $,3  one might well marvel at its composition.
This word alone profoundly reveals the history of the
Spirit of God : His “moving upon the face of the deep”
at the time of creation, and His work through the dif-
ferent ages as the representative of the God-head to this
earth. This would seem to indicate that the Chinese had
a true concept of the Trinity.

According to the Biblical record the entire creative
work of bringing our earth from a chaotic state to Edenic
beauty and completion took but six days. There is
today considerable controversy about the length of
these so-called “days.” Just how long were they? The
creation week had started with day one when “God
said, ‘Let there be light’; and there was light. And God
saw that the light was good; and God separated  the
light from  the darkness  God called the light Day, and
the darkness He called Night. And there was evening
and there was morning, one day” (Genesis I : 3-5). The

I
word “day” here in Hebrew is yom,  used everywhere
else in the Old Testament for an ordinary day.
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During the second day the water encircling the
earth was divided so that the atmosphere with life-sup-
porting gases was formed. “God said, ‘Let there be a

vault between the waters, to separate water from water.’
So God made the vault, and separated the water under
the vault from the water above it, and so it was; and
God called the vault heaven” (Genesis 1: 6-8, NEB).

On the third day, “God said, ‘Let the waters  under
the heavens be gathered together into one place, and
let the dry land appear” (Genesis 1 : 9). After God re-
strained the seas into “one place” so that the earth’s soil
was exposed, vegetation was brought  forth .&.4  Note
the three positions of the horizontal strokes of A, indi-
cating that not only plants and animals were brought

forth from the earth,  but also marine life and vegetation

in the sea, and birds and created objects in the heavens.
The “p’ieh”  / on the left of the figure indicates
activity or life. These remaining works of creation God

accomplished on the fourth, fifth, and sixth days of this
first week, by speaking them into being.

By the sixth day the earth was ready for the most
important miracle of all-the creation of man. God
had spoken into existence the beautiful earth and its

animal inhabitants. The creation of man was to be
different. Let us see if the Chinese linguistic record
bears out the Biblical story relating that it was with
special loving care that “the Lord God formed man of
dust from the ground and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living being” (Genesis
2:7).
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The word to create, to begin, from  &,  has  forever
memorialized that crowning work of shaping the first

man Adam from the dust of the earth. That this word
& refers exclusively to the creation of Adam and not
to the other plant and animal life  will become apparent.
One can see the very activity of God as He forms a
body from the dust of the earth &,  and breathing
with His mouth r? into the inert “dust man’s” nostrils
the breath of life  1 (p’ieh), Adam becomes a living soul
He came forth as an adult, able to talk 8, and also
able to walk L

For the radical walking,  there is a second form k
which makes the creation story even more vivid. In this
pictographic representation, one can see Adam himself
clearly. The three upper strokes3 are his hair; the
vertical stroke I his body; the small horizontal stroke
to the right of the vertical stroke his arm; and the
remaining portions are his legs L The character to
create & must therefore refer specifically to the creation
of man and not to animals or other matter. This is even
more remarkable when one understands the meaning
of the Hebrew name “Adam,” which is “ground.” Both
Hebrew and Chinese recognize Adam’s origin from the
dust of the earth.

Adam was the first man in  earth’s history. The word
first  A6 records this fact as the most important first of
all. Adam is recognized as a live, / , dust, 5 man JL.

It would seem that this very primitive character for first
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light

would not be so constructed unless the inventor of
the written language was familiar with the creation
story!

The key for fire is k,I  Here is portrayed a man  &
with flames radiating from him A. Why should a m a n
,A  be used as a base for fire  unless the first man truly
gave the appearance of being on fire? From this
radical, fire  A, an enlightening discovery concerning
Adam’s original appearance can be made. One can
learn how his body must have been clothed with a glo-
rious shining light before sin caused the loss of his per-
fect character (glory) and resulted in his nakedness.
(See Genesis 2:25;  3:7).

This concept is further supported by the radical
light &,  which again shows rays + emerging from a
first - m a n  IL. In the ancient forms of writing, this is
very clearly a man i? with fire M arising from him fi
Consequently, two different radicals for man,  J.  and IL,
are used to represent fire  k and light &,  both descrip-
tive of the robe of glory. The apostle Paul in the New
Testament wrote,“. man is the image of God, and the
mirror of His glory” (I Corinthians 11 :7, NEB). Further,
Psalm 104:1,  2 gives a description of God:  “Thou art
clothed with honor and majesty. Who coverest  Thyself
with light as with a garment.“7

Adam therefore resembled God in his glorious

appearance, as well as being like God in his sinless
character, having been made “in the image of God”
(Genesis 1 : 26). The previously met radical for God, $ ,
is found in the character for ancestor a. The second
portion of the word, J..  means also or moreover, Adam,
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our common ancestor, looked like God, or as God also.
Other definitions for a. which further substantiate
that the “ancestor” must have been Adam, are afounder
or  originator, beginning, a prototype.

Genesis tells of man’s first home, “And the Lord
God planted a garden in Eden, in the east; and there
he put the man whom he had formed” (Genesis 2:X).
This action of placing, the first  - man IL alone in the
garden enclosure Cl , can be seen in the character for west
@. It must have been the afternoon of the sixth day of
creation by this time, as indicated by the position of
the sun.

- +IL+a=s”
first,  one m a n  enclosure w e s t

The radical B) , landed property,  garden, used to rep-
resent the Garden of Eden in the several interpretations,
actually looks more like an irrigated rice field than a gar-
den. However, there are very  interesting things that can

be learned about the Garden from this primitive. We
are told that in the center of the Garden were two special
trees, the tree of life, and the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. The Garden was the meeting place of God
with man. This radical is used as one component in a
number of key characters which will follow in the next
few chapters. The great importance of this root word
will be appreciated as the book concludes.

After God had placed Adam in the Garden of Eden,
imagine how delighted the man must have been to dis-
cover himself in such beautiful surroundings--all about
him were fragrant flowers of every hue, luxurious plants,
ferns, and stately trees! No doubt there was also a placid,
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,4 clear lake, fed by a river, to mirror the idyllic scene.

?&

Again the venerabIe inventor of the written language
chose a meaningful ideogram for happiness or blessing

h a p p i n e s s , &$. One can recognize every part of this character: God
blessing Y$ ; one,  or first - ; mouth, representing a person 0 ;

and garden W “God -first -person -garden” tran-
slated, indicated what “happiness is” &j9 for Adam,
the first man, a gift from God of this lovely garden

home.

The busy creation week had nearly ended, except

for possibly the most meaningful act of all in the
greatest drama of the ages!
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Chapter 5: They Shall Be One Flesh

How could the creation of the woman be even more
spectacular than that of the man! The Biblical story re-
lates that at first Adam was pleasantly occupied naming
all the beasts, cattle, and birds which God had created,
and i,n  doing so doubtlessly noticed that all the animals
were in pairs, male and female. He realized that he him-
self had no mate with whom to communicate and share
his joys of discovery. “The man gave names to all cattle,
and to the birds of the air, and to every beast of the field;
but for the man there was not found a helper fit for him”
(Genesis 2:20).

It was now late in the afternoon of this first eventful
sixth day, as the sun was beginning to slip down into
the western sky. The word west  s pictures Adam, the
jht-  man IL,  in the Garden of Eden, an enclosure
a , still alone.

- + IL + 0 = is
one man  enclosure  west

Using this radical west, together with the primitive
for woman -k,  a new character is formed z$&, meaning
to want, important, necessary, to desire, a must. How
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true this was for Adam who felt lonely and wanted a
“helper fit for him.” A fitting mate was not only impor-
tant, but a necessity! This character tells not only what

was important and necessary for the first man (a woman)
but also when he began to feel his need (late in the day).

- + ,L + rJ  = iEj + -* = a:’
firs, man enclosure  Ives, woman neeessiry

When Adam felt his need of companionship, God
was ready to satisfy it. “So the Lord God caused a deep

rx3

sleep to fall upon the man, and while he slept took one of
his ribs and closed up its place with flesh”(Genesis  2:21).

A The Chinese character for flesh  $j is like a moving
flesh picture of this very operation. It consists of a border n,

which could pictographically represent a surgical in-

n

cision,  or “flap,” to be repositioned at the conclusion
of the procedure. The radical t o  enter  or go  inside h

border appears to be halfway entering through the incision, as
if God’s hand were going inside Adam’s chest in order
to remove the woman, here pictured as another person

A.

The Genesis record continues: “And the rib which
the Lord God had taken from the man- he made into a
woman and brought her to the man. Then the man said,

A
‘This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh;

t o  enter she shall be called Woman, because she was  taken o u t  of

Man’ ” (Genesis 2:22,23).  The person A that was taken
out of Adam, molded from his rib, was Eve. How happy

he was that she was actually his flesh, a part of him!
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Even today the Chinese man refers to his  wife as “my
inside man.” One character sometimes used for wife  is
$J ,2  which also carries the more common meaning of
within, inside, or inner, and is very similar to the larger
character for flesh h This combination of symbols for
flesh,  wife  and within  inside, inner, seems more than
coincidental when compared with the Biblical narrative
of the creation of Eve, Adam’s mate.

Thus Eve is depicted as originating in Adam. Paul
in the New Testament also says this about the woman:
“He [a man] is the image and glory of God; but woman
is the glory of man. For man was  not made from  woman,

but woman from man” (I Corinthians 11 :7, 8). Think of
the uniqueness of this situation: a woman being formed
from the body of a man. It happened only once!

We look to this first couple, Adam and Eve, as our
common ancestors; “And God blessed them, and God
said to them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth
and subdue it’ “(Genesis I :28).  The thought-provoking
question might be asked : why did God not simultaneous-
ly create 10 couples, or 100, or 1,000, is order to populate
the earth quickly? Why this time-consuming process
with only two persons? Another alternative, God might
have given the first man several wives for the same pur-
pose. However, it was God’s plan to create only one
couple, male and female, for the beginning of the human
family.

Of the several words in the Chinese language signi-
fying the beginning, there are three characters that appear
to correspond to the Genesis narrative and commemo-
rate the most momentous beginnings in original history.
The first of these memorializes the beginning of mankind,
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it. It is composed of two familiar radicals: two ; and
m a n  IL, an adult. The beginning of the human family
had just two individuals, also adults. The Chinese, who
were often polygamous in practice, might  have thought in
terms of three, four, five, or ten persons ( z, 2 , x,

or /fL  ) for the beginning of mankind. But they did
not do this. The character ii, further confirms the
Hebrew writings as recorded in the book of beginnings.

Adam had great blessing and happiness $F& with
God’s gift of his beautiful home in Eden (see page 44),
but yet another dimension to his joy was added when he
first led Eve to this idyllic abode among  the flower-cov-
ered bowers. His life was now complete with a totally
meaningful existence, and he was filled with peace and
tranquility a. This word representation shows a roof
h over a woman  +-,  implying that when the Wyman
came under his roof  there was peace for both. They
came and went together, knowing satisfaction and tran-
quility  in each other’s companionship.

Moreover, their home was a palace g,  fit for the
first lords of the earth, as they had been given this domin-
ion by God. Again the roof h is noted, with the first
human pair g as occupants. The closing scene in the
drama of creation on the sixth day of this first memora-
ble week was heralded with the institution of the mar-
riage of Adam and Eve. The ceremony is beautifully
depicted in three more primitive forms of this same
character: 6% , I%, and @ , where 3 and k repre-
sent a pair 5:  ; 9  is flesh  69 ; and <‘I ~ fl , and,A  are
three “styles” of roof: This is an exact pictorial represen-
tation of Genesis  2:24:  “Therefore a man . cleaves to
his wife, and they become one flesh.”
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The beauty of the newly created earth is beyond our
imagination, but by examining the radical, gold &,

we can begin to appreciate the lovely domain of Adam
A

and Eve. The three horizontal lines again suggest the
2

realms of heaven, sea, and earth given to the first repre-
gold

sentatives of mankind A The figure x means king.

The two diagonal strokes projecting from the ground +
remind us of the  light & shining fromtheir glorious bod-
ies. Perhaps the ground reflected this light on scattered
golden nuggets. There may have been other precious
jewels as well, for God had created an exquisite paradise
for them. “And the gold of that land is good; bdellium
and onyx stone are there”3 (Genesis 2: 12).

God at this point in time had finished His work of
creation. “Thus the heavens and the earth were finished,
and all the host of them” (Genesis 2:l). One word for

finish or complete is z, Again the key for roof or  house z

h is seen, together with ii, beginning or first.  As pre-
complete,

finish

viously  dissected, k indicates two adult persons. With

the foundation of this first home, therefore, the human
family was begun, and the purpose of creation had been
completed, and thus memorialized in the first marriage.
Everything upon the earth had been formed for the
ultimate joy and benefit of its human occupants.

It is significant also that this symbol z indicates a
finished  creation rather than a continuous process which
would have large numbers of humans gradually develop-
ing from lower forms of life.
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It is conceivable that k might be interpreted as the
beginning of mankind from two human beings, a male
and female, without reference to the Biblical story. How-

ever, the character z makes no sense as completion or
finish, outside of the Genesis interpretation, for how
would having a home, roof * be the completion of the
beginning? “So God created man in His own image; in
the image of God He created him ; male and female He
created them. On the sixth day God completed all
the work He had been doing, and on the seventh day He
ceased from all His work” (Genesis 1:27; 2:2 NEB).

It is noteworthy that various primitive verbs of
action depict two persons, not one or several. The reason
seems to be that in the beginning there were just two
people to come and go. The verb to come &4pictures
twopersonshhcoming  from behind a tree  A, which has
been spread apart a little to accomodate  their figures.
Observe also the hook, possibly representing a foot, on

the vertical stroke of to come $L to indicate movement.
The same two people are seen sitting A& on the ground

32.

The word forgo is &.  The left radical 4 could well
be an abbreviation for two  persons, since 1 is a second

form of man A. An additional stroke 4 could indicate
two  men instead of “a step to the left,” as usually inter-
preted. This is indeed borne out by the ancient writing
which shows the upper stroke to be an abbreviated
second smaller person fl The second portion of the
word, A, means owner  or lord. God had given to Adam
and Eve “dominion over the fish of the sea and over the
birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves
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upon the earth” (Genesis 1: 28). The horizontal strokes
in three positions picture their dominion of heaven, sea.

and earth; the small, slanted, mark (point) 3 at the top
indicates an “anointing and authorization.” The two of
them were the lords of the earth who went about in each
other’s company, &.s

Wherever Adam went, his companion followed xG

as they went about their daily activities. Here one re-
cognizes 2 two persons  repeated with % In order to
clearly show the action of following, it would seem that
the two persons 3 must be repeated N,  , one after
another, otherwise N,  could be simply interpreted as
two  persons. The feet are represented by the radical
K , an abbreviation from foot ,&. The person in ,??-
is substituted by two  persons 4

ln the word all,  the whole, &,7it  is documented
that the whole of mankind consisted of just two  people

hhwith  two mouths d 0, surmounted by 4,  indi-
cating together.

As described in the previous chapter, Adam had
the appearance of being robed in a glorious light, being
made in the image and perfect character of God. Genesis
notes, “And the man and his wife were both naked, and
were not ashamed” (Genesis 2:25). These robes of light
explain why, though naked, Adam and Eve were “not
ashamed” to appear in the presence of God! A most
interesting primitive radical meaning naked, bare, or red

(the color of fire) ;jf:  , completely confirms our supposi-
tion. This reveals a dust  f , man qJv ; however, there
are “flames” jutting out from him. Research into the
ancient forms clarifies the radical, for we find a fireA
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contained in it $ Several other stylized pictographs
actually show two fires, portraying both Adam and Eve
clothed with fire, covering their “earthiness” f , as A5%

Eve as well as Adam must have been clothed in light
at this time, as the symbol for glory * portrays this

first sinless pair. The top radical fire Jfi (see page 42)
appears this time in duplicate and pictures two
persons ~4  who look like fires with a bright and shin-
ing appearance. The light from them covered - a tree
&. This tree very likely represented the tree of life to
which Adam and Eve in their sinless and glorified state
had access. As long as they ate of it, they would remain
immortal, and not be subject to death. When they
sinned, they became “naked” and also lost access to the
tree of life. Consequently the tree in this character is
very significant.

Conversation originated with Adam and Eve, the
first two glorified humans in their perfect state of in-
nocence. To converse or chat $A shows them as fiery
beings k A exchanging words  $.

The character ancestor ,&L,  previously introduced,
would appear to refer not only to Adam whom “God
created in His own image,” and was therefore as God ;i:

also x,  but also to Eve. “In the image of God created
He him; male and female created He them” (Genesis 1 :
27). The radical Jl. takes many shapes in the ancient
script, such as 6 or 63 , and could even be used in-
dependently to mean ancestor. The horizontal lines are
best explained in n , which can be interpreted as two  5

persons  4 .
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In the first chapter it was emphasized that our planet
earth has seen two very different worlds. The first, of
which we have no personal acquaintance, was exquisite
and perfect in  its newly created state. The first man and
woman were given dominion or lordship over the entire
creation. It was not only from them that the earth was
to be populated but also because of them that sin was
introduced to our world. Therefore the original people
inhabiting our globe recognized the peculiar status of
this first couple, Adam and Eve.

A unique finding in the Chinese characters appears
to recognize the position, of our first parents and identi-
fies the primeval world and events of that era with them.
There are a number of radicals, mostly used in duplicate,
which designate or have reference to two people.  Already
these have been encountered:

1. s, used in ii, or J..

2. h A , with modifications of kfiff  and 4

3. 0 0,  also written as %.

At this point, take a moment to review the words
studied in this chapter, and you will be amazed at the
number of these characters containing two people: begin-
ning it ; ancestor  & ; to go 4% ; to come  & ; to sit $! ; to

follow {X  ; all 4? ; glory $ ; palace g ; to converse & .

It is notable that to go &, to come  &,  and to sit
$ could all be accomplished just as easily with a single
person. There is no logical reason for these words to
specify two persons 4 , /,  A , unless they have reference
to the first human couple as the subject of these verbs.
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In a summarization of the creation  story, observe
the evolution of the following two words and how they

are built upon the radicals dust & and breath 0 , which
show God’s activity in speaking things into existence,
“And God said, ‘Let the earth bring forth living creatures
according to their kinds’ “(Genesis I : 24). Hence, &
could be an abbreviated form to represent the “product
of creation,” and used thus in, other figures. For God

had commanded, by a word from His mouth tct  , the
earth & to bring forth plants and animals. When
everything was in readiness for man, He created &
Adam also from the dust. (See page 41)

Adam and Eve rejoiced in their togetherness with
God in their beautiful garden a . Here is the climax  of
the total God-energy expended a glorious creation &?
with a handsome couple # . Observe two persons, (
and < , the second issuing from the side of the first,.
neatly depicting the creation of Eve from Adam’s rib.
This event had taken place in the Garden of Eden. The
figure 4 is reminiscent of another similar word, +,8
meaning perfect, in loving harmony. This also depicts
two people with the numeral two LC_)  also attached to
the side of the first man f . The only’two perfect (sin-
less) human beings ever to exist were Adam and Eve,
having the Garden as their home. An enclosure a
defines the boundaries of the Garden of Eden.

L+P+4x+U=gj9
dust breath two enclosure garden

persons

Thus ended the sixth day of earth’s history. “And
on the seventh day God finished His work which He had
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done, and He rested on the seventh day from all His
work which He had done. So God blessed the seventh
day and hallowed it, because on it God rested from all
His work which He had done in creation” (Genesis 2:2,
3). As a memorial of God’s handiwork, the weekly cy-
cle of seven days was instituted.

The week is not an institution based on natural
phenomena, such as the day when the earth turns on its
axis, the month with its lunar relationship, nor the year
marking the earth’s excursion  about the sun. The week
dates exclusively to the great original days of creation,
a period of time that is observed by the Chinese in spite
of their thousands of years of isolation from the rest
of the world  and its customs.

An old Chinese saying, the returning seventh day,

2 a &@ points up the fact that from very early
times the Chinese have recognized the recurring seven
day cycle which marks the week.

Even today, the seventh day of the first lunar month
of the Chinese year is known as the “birthday of man-

kind” A q ,and literally means man’s  A day  4 Just EJ
as it was not the day of man’s creation which was to be day
celebrated, but rather the following day of rest, so the
Chinese also celebrate the seventh day as a lingering
memorial of God’s creative work and the creation of
mankind.

One cannot help but be impressed with the compo-
sition of these ideograms which demonstrate so vividly
the ancient history of earth’s beginnings, heretofore
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documented only by the Hebrew writings. But this iden-
tical story has also been locked into the written Chinese
language  and preserved for more  than 4,000 years for
our investigation and study.
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Chapter 6: The Fruit Tragedy

“How can you portray the word temptation  by using
just four words?’ asked the quiz master on a popular
television program. “I will give you a hint by supplying
one of the four words. Now listen carefully - the word
is garden.” Immediately one of the contestants had the
answer: “Garden Eve serpent apple!”

“That is correct!” responded the questioner. And
who would not have equated “temptation” with the
episode recorded in Genesis? Many and varied have
been the cartoons created through the years which de-
pict a hapless Eve who  stands coveting a delectable
piece of fruit held out by the serpentine tempter.

How does the most ancient of all picture-writers
(for it would be inappropriate to call him a cartoonist)
illustrate the word to covet or desire? Is it mere happen-
stance that to covet .$&  utilizes two trees  A,$  and a woman
+ ? The Biblical record says, “So when the woman  saw
that the free was good for food, and that it was a delight
to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make
one wise, she took of its fruit and ate” (Genesis 3: 6). It
was the woman, Eve, and not the man who first desired
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the fruit of the forbidden tree, and succumbed to the
temptation to eat it.

Ah + 3? = 4$
t r e e s  woman desire, covet

But why two trees instead of one?

As the Genesis narrative  is recalled, one discovers
that there were two important trees specified in the
Garden. “The Lord God planted a garden in Eden,  in
the east; and there He put the  man whom He had formed.
And out of the ground the Lord God made to grow
every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food,
the tree of life  also in the midst of the garden, and the
free of the knowledge of good and evil” (Genesis 2:8, 9).
These two noteworthy trees were found side by side in
the very middle of the garden. The “tree of life” is fur-
ther described in Revelation 22:2  as having “twelve
kinds of fruits, yielding its fruit each month;  and the
leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations.”
This tree had very wonderful life-giving properties, and
Adam and Eve were commanded to eat of it without re-
striction. The second tree sounded ominous, “the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil.”

When God created human beings, He gave them
freedom of choice and thereby risked losing them by
allowing  them this freedom. God had placed Adam and
Eve in a luxuriant garden, lovingly providing for their
every need with luscious fruits and nuts of every kind.
He had forbidden only one thing: “He [the Lord God]
told the man, ‘Youmayeat from every tree in the garden,
but not from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil;
for on the day that you eat from it, you will certainly
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die”’ (Genesis 2:16, 17 NEB). Actually, this was a test
of loyalty to ascertain whether or not the human family
would choose of their own free will to obey God, their
beneficent Creator. For by disobedience, they would
actually separate themselves from the Life-Giver.

The use of two  trees  $#. in a character therefore is
significant and could indicate that a choice must be made
between them: eating the fruit of one symbolized obe-
dience and life, but the other, disloyalty and death.

An abbreviated character for God is 6 (see page
36). When a hook is added to the middle stroke $,  a
verb is formed meaning [God] commands or notifies.  The
word forbidden, to warn, to prohibit, or restrict is written
$$ and pictographically records God’s original com-
mands regarding these two specific trees. One can un-
derstand then that Adam and Eve had ample instruc-
tion and warning by God. How meaningful that to this
day the Chinese still write about trees when using the
words forbidden and covet !

God had an enemy, a mighty angel, who had no
regard for the just laws of God. A mystery remains,
hard to understand, how Lucifer had fallen from his
high position as an honored angel, standing  in the
very presence of God, to being a renegade, an outcast.
Lucifer, as a subordinate, had become jealous of God’s
creative power, and in aspiring to a higher state, had
determined to dethrone God. “How you are fallen
from heaven, 0 Day Star [Lucifer] You said in your
heart, ‘I will ascend to heaven; above the stars of God I
will set my throne on high;. . I will make myself like the
Most High!’ ” (Isaiah 14:12-14).  In reference to this
rebellion of Lucifer, it is recorded: “Now war arose in
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heaven, Michael and his angels fighting against the

dragon; and the dragon and his angels fought ; but they
were defeated, and  there was no longer anyplace for them
in heaven. And the great dragon was thrown down,
that ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan,
the deceiver of the whole world-he was thrown down
to the earth, and his angelswere thrown down with him”
(Revelation 12:7-9).

Adam and Eve had been cautioned regarding this

crafty foe who would attempt to align them as accom-
plices in his warfare against God. They had also been
advised of the natural results of disobedience, which
would put them into disharmony and separate them
from their Creator and Life-Giver. Would they listen
to Lucifer and his subtle reasoning, or believe that God
was all-wise and all-loving? The choice was theirs.

One might think that since there were only two
people in existence, Adam and Eve would usually be in
each other’scompany. The word fo go & (see page 50),
shows just this. There were t w o  persons 4 who were
lords  -&,  with dominion over the whole earth. But one
day as Eve had left Adam’s side to pass through the
middle of the garden, she suddenly heard a strange voice.
It was not Adam’s voice, and the sound of it arrested
her, and she stopped, curious to know from whence it
came. She looked with amazement into the branches of
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil where a beau-
tiful serpent rested. Was this creature also able to speak?
Lucifer, in the guise of a serpent, had been waiting  for
just this opportunity when Eve might be alone. for the
couple often passed by this tree.
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Is it possible that the serpent, which allowed itself
to he the medium for Lucifer, actually had wings at this
time, and was able to stand upright? Such could be
inferred from the Genesis story, for when God afterward
cursed the creature for its part in the temptation of Eve,
He said, “Because you have done this, cursed are you
above all cattle, and above all wild animals; upon your
belly you shall go, and dust you shall eat all the days of
your life” (Genesis 3: 4). This statement suggests tliat
its punishment was a new crawling posture. Might it
formerly have been able to fly? The Chinese primitive
for reptile 4 certainly supports this. One could hardly
guess from the pictograph that this upright figure rep-
resents today’s concept of a crawling snake!

rep tile

In anaIyzing the word picture for reptile 4 , one
9

hair, feathers

sees a standing snakelike body J . Attached to the left
side are three strokes 3 which can indicate either hair
or feathers. Neither are ordinarily considered a natural %J

wings
part of snake anatomy, however feathers are certainly
an integral part of wings. But the word for wings is ~1,
and one wing on the snake body could conceivably be
written 2 Some ancient forms of this radical actually
suggest a pair of wings: +j or ;t The reptile also
appears to have two eyes 4 in its head. And so the
Chinese depict a rather wise-looking and versatile
creature !

There can be no doubt that the ancient Chinese had
an accurate knowledge of the temptation of Eve by the
devil, or Lucifer, in the agent of the serpent. The word 9(3
devil y& clearly describes her encounter with him. First devil

of all, one recognizes that this key represents something
alive or moving when seeing the “p’ieh” / at the top of
the radical. The garden B)  is noted, as well as a man IL,
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A new primitive .& indicates privately or secretly. Put-

ting the story together, one sees the complete repre-
sentation of the devil’s seduction of the woman. He
moved into the Garden in the disguise of a serpent to
speak privately with the voice of a man to Eve.

/ + w + IL + .& = 9b,’
[motion] garden man  pr ivate ly  devi l

It would seem that in this radical for the devil  g
the ancient Chinese had nicknamed him the “secret
garden man,” whereas Adam is characterized either as
a “dust man” in the word first  &,, or as a “fieryman”
in the word fire  A.

This word devil j$- is frequently qualified in another
character & meaning tempter or demon. Note here that
the devil is hidden under two trees J&,  which specifies
that site of the two special trees in the middle of the
Garden of Eden. Above the trees is a covering f which
records that the devil took refuge under the c o v e r  of the
trees (and was also camouflaged with the serpent as his
medium), when he tempted Eve.

/+ w +L+A=j&+#i+i”=&
[motion]  garden m a n  privately  devil  trees cover  tempter

The devil began his conversation with Eve by pos-

ing a question, “Did God say, ‘You shall not eat of any
tree of the garden?’ ” (Genesis 3 :l).  As Eve answered,
she probably began to wonder why God had placed the
restriction. “God said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit
of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, neither
shall you touch it, lest you die”’ (Genesis 3:3). The
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serpent then very daringly declared  to the woman, “ YOU

will not die, For God knows that when you eat of it your
eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing
good and evil” (Genesis 3:4).

How bold for the devil to openly refute God’s
Word when he told Eve, “You will not die!” Did this
mean that the devil was promising the woman immortal-
ity, whereas God said man would become mortal if he
disobeyed? Lucifer was determined to prove God a liar,
for God had said that if the forbidden fruit were eaten,
death would result. It surely must have seemed at first
that the devil’s claim of immortality for mankind was
true when Adam and Eve did not immediately die after
eating the forbidden fruit. It was actually a number of
years later that Abel, one of Adam’s sons, was killed by
his brother. At last many centuries later, Adam himself
also died. Man was indeed subject to death! To escape
from this predicament, the devil must perpetrate an-
other theory, that actually there is a part of man that soul
never dies, called “the soul.” In the Chinese character
for soul $&,  the source of the idea of the immortality
of the soul is depicted, for the character reads, the
devil says z. -2

fLt+  -2 = +k’ to  say
says soul

It was the devil who said, “You will not die.” Luci-
fer, with the help of this fallen angels, is able to cleverly
impersonate the voice, mannerisms, and appearance of
the dead by ghostly apparitions. For this reason, God
has completely condemned witchcraft and spiritualistic
mediums who communicate with the “departed spirits.”
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The warning is given in the New Testament, ‘“Now the
works of the flesh are manifest, which are these : . . .
Idolatry, witchcraft  hatred , . . of which I tell you before,
as I have also told you in time past, that they which do

1Ip
such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God”
(Galatians 5: 19-21 KJV). These “departed spirits” are

J@9
actually the fallen angels (Revelation 12 :9) who are
attempting to demonstrate that the soul is that portion

-.
/c1

of man which never dies.

snare, net Lucifer carefully laid his snare  uo of four attractive
statements, all with the intent to deceive, which beguiled
Eve into disobedience :

1. . “You will not die.
2. “God knows that when you eat of it your eyes

will be opened.
3. “You will be like God.
4. [You will ] “know good and evil” (Genesis

3:4,  5).

four There are additional symbols, r;u~  and X , for net,
snare. Interestingly, the numeral four  a has similarities
to each form of snare, for it can be compressed within
a character t o uo , and anciently it was  written % or as
x . Eve’s downfall was to be caught in Lucifer’s snare
of four  deceptive statements.

“So when the woman saw that the tree was good
for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that
the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took
of the fruit and ate” (Genesis 3 :6). Commemorating
this sad historical event is the character 46, a second
word for beginning-this time evidently indicating the
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beginning of sin. The scene is of a woman, by herself,

eating the forbidden fruit. It takes three elements to

construct this character: the woman + ; secretly, alone

L+ ; and to indicate eating, a mouth p . Two ancient
renderings of this character especially support the in-
terpretation: fRH shows the radical secretly 0 , like a

fruit, actually disappearing into the open mouth &I  of
flu

b

the woman fR  . A more modified form $2 depicts a
beginning

hand &  feeding the mouth v of the woman 2 . Thus (ancient
form)

the entire episode of the genesis of sin is recorded in a
single ideograph.

3t + k + Q = af;
woman secretly mouth beginning

(for eating) (of sin)

Eve next offered Adam the forbidden fruit. “She
also gave some to her husband, and he ate” (Genesis
3 :6).  Adam, unlike Eve, was not deceived (1 Timothy
2: 14). Perhaps it was because of love for his wife and his

unwillingness to be separated from her that he willfully
disobeyed God when he accepted and ate the fruit which
Eve offered him. Our first parents sinned in accepting
the words of the subtle tempter over the warning of
their loving and all-wise Creator.

This whole sad story of mankind’s fall into sin is

preserved in the Chinese language in such explicit detail

that one cannot miss the message if the eyes are opened

to discern it. The Hebrews and the ancient Chinese

people were in widely separated parts of the world, and

yet their stories support one another. Actually, the
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Chinese characters containing this record preceded
the Genesis writings by many centuries. The striking
similarities in the Hebrew annals and the Chinese calli-
graphy will become more and more apparent as the
Genesis chronicle unfolds.
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Chapter 7 : Dust to Dust

In the beginning, man’s original character was vir-
tous,  ,& < $fl lp& $ $. This ancient classical nurs-
ery rhyme can be recited with sing-song lilt by nearly
every Chinese child. It carries a proverbial truth. Unfor-
tunately, man’s perfect sinless character was lost by a
single willful act. Adam ate the forbidden fruit that his
wife offered him, knowing full well  that he was  disobey-
ing the express command of his  Creator; and he was per-
haps for the moment ignoring the ultimate result.

Immediately a change came over them. “Then the
eyes qfboth were opened, and they knew that they were
naked; andtheysewedfig leaves together and made them-
selves aprons” (Genesis 3:7).  Adam and Eve had been
created in the image of God, and in their sinless, per-
fect state had been clothed with a glorious light, appear-
ing as though on fire with glory $ (see pages 42 and 52).
This glory, symbolizing their sinless characters, mirror-
ing that of God, began to fade after they had chosen to
disobey God’s direct command. Their “eyes were
opened,” as Lucifer had promised, but the result was
not as Eve had envisioned! Consequently, for the first
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,4%
n a k e d

R
bod.v

clothing

time, they became aware of their nakedness and. full of
shame, felt their need of a covering. They took what
was close at hand and made for themselves “aprons” of
large fig leaves to hide their nakedness.

There are three characters which indicate naked: 1%  ,

e, and @.I  It will be immediately observed that
the second element -j$ in each is identical, and this, inter-
estingly enough, means fruit (from garden  m and tree  A)!
The first portion of two characters has to do with the
person: one is man { ; and the second, the body 4,
indicating what is to be covered. The third character
contains the radical ?t which means clothing.  Thus all
three characters correlate with the Genesis story re-
garding the contrived covering for the nakedness of
Adam and Eve.

Why should the symbol for fruit  % be used instead
of one for “leaves”? In Genesis, the leaves of the fig
tree are specified as being selected to make the “aprons.”
Of all the large-leafed trees in thegarden, it is noteworthy
that the leaves of a fruit  tree were used for the garments.
Thus three fruit trees are actually mentioned in Genesis;
they are of prime importance to the story of the fall of
Adam and Eve. They ate of the fruit of the forbidden
tree; they thereby lost access to the fruit  of the tree of
life; and they used the leaves of the fig  tree to cover their
nakedness. Is it not appropriate then to single out fruit,

rather than leaves, since all trees have leaves but not
fruit ?

It was God’s custom to visit in face-to-face commun-
ion with Adam and Eve each day in the garden. The
time was approaching when He would appear. “And
they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the
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garden in the cool of the day” (Genesis 3: 8).  The
purpose of God’s % daily visit with Adam and Eve is
substantiated by the word $%,  meaning to inspect. A
new radical, eye 4 , is noted and combined with IL.
&,  to observe, see, visit, interview, or meet is thereby
further expressed.

Ordinarily when God came to visit with Adam and
Eve, it was the highlight of the entire day, but on this
occasion, after their glorious covering had faded, they
were afraid and attempted to hide. “And they heard the
sound of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool
of the day, and the man and his wife hid themselves from
the presence of the Lord God among the trees of the
garden” (Genesis 3: 8). The word to hide #$ is com-
posed of three elements, two of which have been pre-
viously studied: body 8 and tree &.  The figure 8 in
this instance means is, so that literally this character is
saying the body is a tree,  or Adam and his wife are trees.
As they hid among the trees, they were not seen, only the
trees.

8 + 73 +A=%
body is tree to hide

“But the Lord God called to the man, and said to
him, ‘Where are you?’ And he said, ‘I heard the sound
of Thee in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was
naked, and  I hid myself”‘(Genesis  3:9,10). At this point,
they came forth from among the trees. The word to come
$ shows this exactly. The tree  radical & has been
stretched out a bit to accomodate  two  persons ~4.  At
the base of the tree  is also a hook, or foot &,  which
gives the word action, to come (from behind a tree).

Having presented themselves before the lord,  Adam
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and Eve were filled with remorse as they awaited God’s
next words: “Who told you that you were naked? Have
you eaten of the tree of which I commanded you not to
eat?’ (Genesis 3:ll).  As a verdict was reached and the
consequences specified, God said to the woman, “I will
greatly multiply your pain  [sorrow, KJV]  in childbearing;
in pain you shall bring forth children, yet your desire
shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you”
(Genesis 3:16).

Sorrow: distress, or pain is written with two charac-
ters, & j!$  . Note first the second of these & which
again depicts the two trees. The lower portion of figure
denotes a piece X , and in this case might refer to the
forbidden piece of fruit which Eve took from the tree,
thereby bringing sorrow upon the first couple and in
turn upon thewholehuman race. Depicted in this figure
is a single person: &indicates the legs; P shows the
body with the right arm; and at the top of the  represent-
ation ‘P is the left arm with hand in hooked position,
as if taking something. Does this picture Eve in the very
act of stealing the forbidden piece of fruit X ?

The ancient ideographs verify the assertion : a piece
may be represented as $ or $ : Again the left arm is
reaching out for something. & furthermore has been
stylized in one form as I$$ . The trees $‘X here en-
close a person q , but note the hand 6 on the person
which is the center of interest. Eve’s act of disobedience
is thus clearly depicted, and the reason for her s o r r o w
and pain  becomes apparent.

The second word for sorrow, suffering, bitter is &,
which literally translates ancient $,  grass, herbs, weeds
+t This character, perhaps, was intended to memorial-
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ize Adam’s sorrow, for God declared to him, “Because
you have listened to the voice of your wife, and have
eaten of the tree of which i  commanded you. ‘You shall
not eat of it,’ cursed is the ground because of you; in
toil [sorrow, KJV] you shall eat of it all the days of your
life; thorns and thistles it shall bring forth to you; and
you shall eat  the plants of the field  In the sweat of your
face you shall eat bread till you return to the ground, for
out of it you were taken; you are dust, and to dust you
shall return’“(Genesis  3:17-19).

From this ancient $ time forward, man has had
to work hard to secure provisions from the earth in the
form of plants  of the field +t to sustain life. The figure
& also might be pictographically  interpreted as illus-
trating eating, using the ten l- fingers to put food into
the mouth U.

++  u=$+  4+: z&k’
ten mouth ancient plants, sorrow,

[fingers] weeds bitter

The food also was not as delicious as before, as
some plants were bitter to the taste. Thus when the two
characters 2&  & are written together, as they often
are, to designate sorrow, one sees depicted the sorrow  of
both Adam and Eve.

God, the loving Creator, knew man’s frame, his
weaknesses, his bent to sin since Lucifer had filled his
mind with unholy desires. Therefore the restrictions and
apparent punishments that were placed on Adam and
Eve were to be blessings typical of God’s long-range,
eternal love-disciplines to help remold their injured char-
acters. God also advised them of the death process.
The warning, “You will die,” is better translated, “dying,
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thou shalt die.” Death was not necessarily a visible ter-
minal cessation of life but a gradual deterioration and
degenerative process which would affect many aspects
of life. For Eve, and all womankind, the change would
somehow affect the bearing of children, which doubtless
God had originally planned to be a totally joyful ex-
perience. By Eve’s disobedience, her original status as
an equal with her husband would be changed; in general,
women through the succeeding generations have suf-
fered an inferior consideration.

So God pronounced the penalty coming upon the
first man and woman as an inevitable result which they
had brought upon themselves. The word to punish jfj
shows that two people were involved and that there were
two  offenses. The radical for offend  -f is doubled t-f
in order to show that there were two indicted. IJ  is a
knife, suggesting the-serious type of punishment.

A similar character 8 meaning united,  together,
and indicating their  partnership in rebellion, appears to
have the same origin. Note that the points *’ of
“anointing” in the ancient writing for this symbol

?‘$  , represent two  persons ?? who are offenders tT . An-
cient ideograms for to punish jf] are similar: ii!! , where
4 pictures a knife 11  . One venerable calligrapher
was even more explicit: fij , adding dust f , which
portrays the ultimate fate of the offenders as well !

The type of punishment  indicated by @] is corporal,
and in the case of Adam meant daily hard toil, and for
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Eve pain in childbirth, with death as the ultimate result
of transgression for both.

Another character meaning to fine  or punish 3
portrays the basic cause of the whole problem. Note
that W , meaning snare  or four (see page 64) is further
qualified by the key, words, speech, statement $. The
pictograph once more indicates that it was the “net of
words” or four  statements uttered by the serpent and
believed by Adam and Eve which resulted in their great
loss. Note also the four lines issuing from the mouth in
*
P’

w + -g + ‘j = 33
net  (four) s t a t e m e n t knife t o  fine

This character for fining  31 refers to the confiscation
of property or means. For Adam and Eve, the penalty
meant not only a loss of their Eden home but also their
dominion as lords of the entire earth. The two characters
together jP] $J represent punishment in the Chinese and
exactly agrees with the Genesis account when the sen-
tence pronounced upon the hapless pair involved loss
of both life and dominion or lordship A over heaven,
earth, and seas. They ended up being workers zL,  as
one of the horizontal lines representing their three-fold
dominion is removed. The “appointment” ’ at the
top of the figure is also withdrawn.

God had said to Adam, “ ‘Cursed is the ground be-
cause of you, thorns  and thistles it shall bring forth
to you’ ” (Genesis 3 : 17, 18). Implements have been used
through the ages, and more recently, machines have
been invented and various chemical poisons produced
in an attempt to destroy the ever-present and unwanted
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weeds that thrive and thwart man’s agricultural efforts.
Mankind has certainly been punished by these noxious
plants through all time, but the world as a whole little
realizes that “thorns and thistles” were placed on the
earth as a “curse.” It appears that the venerable Chinese

3fJ
recognized them as a form of punishment to the humanI family.

There are two characters for thorns or brambles
thorns # and #I , which tell the Genesis story. The character

#j has two parts. Grass, weeds, or plant life is +t  , and it
will be remembered that this radical was first encount-

-l-t- ered in the word s o r r o w  $-, in reference to Adam’s
grass punishment (see page 70). The remaining portion of the

character will be recognized as punishment 81. The

4

Chinese hereby record weeds, plants if as a punishment
jfj , and thorns #d  were seen as a curse for man’s trans-

punishment gression.

Actually, they were a form of discipline (and indirectly
even a blessing), to keep sinful man from idleness,
which would only tend to increase the opportunity for
wickedness. God’s concern for man’s welfare is revealed
when He said, “ ‘Cursed is the ground for thy  sake’ ”
(Genesis 3 : 17 KJV).

The second character for thorns, troublesome & ,
depicts the familiar two trees 44 reminiscent of the
Garden of Eden. Only now the trees are no longer acces-
sible, for as God expelled man from Eden, “at the east
of the garden of Eden he’ placed the cherubim, and a
flaming sword which turned every way, to guard the way
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to the tree of life” (Genesis 3: 24). On each of the trees
44  is a border n , or fence.’ Adam and Eve arc kept
away from the two trees in the Garden. This character
,#  for thorns is a reminder of the punishment and
exclusion from Eden.

Man was demoted from lord to laborer by the dis-
mal sentence: “In the sweat of your face you shall eat
bread till you return to the ground, for out of it you were
taken; you are dust, and to dust you shall return’”
(Genesis 3:19).  The ultimate fate was death and the
tomb Jk!  .

kji++-+*  = g
fires  cover d u s t tomb

(two  persons)

It is enlightening to compare the two characters
glory  $ and grave $? The former has the tree  (of life)
&and  represents immortal life, which was God’s original
intention when mankind was given the tree of life. This,
however, has been replaced by dust&  in the second
figure, indicating that Adam became mortal and subject
to death and the grave.

Happily, the character for grave & also carries a
promise of future glory to all who return to dust believ-
ing in the saving blood of Jesus Christ. Paul states:  “Just
as we  have borne the image of the man of dust [Adam],
we shall also bear the image of the man of Heaven
[Christ]” (I Corinthians 15 :49).  That image is His glory-
His perfect character, as explained in Romans  8:29,30 :
“For those whom He foreknew  He also predestined to
be conformed to the image of His Son, And those
whom He predestined He also called; and those whom
He called He also justified; and those whom He justified
He also glorified.”
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God did not mete out justice without mercy, for He
looked upon the man and woman whom He had created
and, withgreat love and concern, provided for them new
garments, symbolizing the hope of salvation from their
fallen state. “And the Lord God made for Adam and
for his wife garments of skins and clothed them” (Gene-
sis 3 :21).  This meant the taking of animals’ lives for the
first time as God made garments of the skins, symbolic
of the future death of His own Son, the Lamb of God,
as the world’s Savior. Their improvised aprons of fig
leaves were replaced, and they had a new appearance or
form ~~  The offenders (doubled) E were covered by
woolly (hairy) 3 garments. An ancient sheep radical
also demonstrates this “woolly” appearance r .

3 +j=ffj
offenders (two) hair form, appearance

The radical for clothing  * likewise shows that God
provided a covering 1 for the guilty pair4 (recall the
discussion of garden fl  on page 60, which portrays a
man 4 with a second person < issuing from his side).
This is seen even more clearly in the older calligraphy
as & , fi , or &7  . The t w o  persons are depicted as “c ,
fjl ,orQ.

It was thus that death came into God’s perfect crea-
tion-as a result of Adam’s sin. The lesson which God
intended to teach through the sacrificial act was to de-
monstrate that sin is costly, for only by death of the sin-
less Son of God, Jesus, could the full penalty be met.
God Himself provided a way of escape to the repentant
ones who had faith in His vicarious sacrifice for man.

This is further demonstrated by the third word for
beginning @,which  pictures clothing $Z  and a knifejll,
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indicating that only death by slaying a symbolic innocent
animal could provide clothing. The third historic begin- 77
ning $n denotes the initiation of God’s plan of redemp-
tion and grace for the human race. Note these earlier ‘J
forms which completely confirm the Genesis narrative: knife
@ where Q depicts two ,\ mouths (persons)  tj being

covered, A and a knife ? Observe a  variation of style
of writing in “$ , again portraying the same!

The original exchange of garments becomes the
oft repeated symbolism later in the Bible for the imputed
and imparted righteousness of Christ on the sinner’s
behalf. The same participants as in the Eden drama are
portrayed by Zechariah 3:1-4:  “Then He showed me
Joshua the high priest [Adam, sinner] standing before
the Angel of the Lord [the Lord God, Christ] and Satan
[the serpent, Lucifer] standing at his right hand to accuse
him. And the Lord said to Satan, ‘The Lord rebuke you,
0 Satan! The Lord who has chosen Jerusalem [God’s
people] rebuke you! Is not this a brand [sinner] plucked
from the fire? Now Joshua was standing before the
Angel, clothed with filthy garments [fig leaves, self-right-
eousness]. And the Angel said to those who were stand-
ing before Him, ‘Remove the filthy garments from  him.’
And to him He said, ‘Behold, I have taken your iniquity
away from you, and I will clothe you with rich apparel’ ”
[garments of skins which God provided, symbolizing the
righteous character of the Lamb of God].

The world’s first tragedy ended when Adam and
Eve were expelled from their beautiful Garden home in
Eden. “Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from
the Garden of Eden, to till the ground from which he was
taken. He drove out the man” (Genesis 3 :23,24).  Adam
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was sent out of the Garden, no more to enjoy its bounti-
ful fruits. The ground had been, cursed, and from that
time on he must toil vigorously to destroy unwanted
weeds in order to produce food from the soil for his
family.

Adam was driven out of the Garden because God
did not want him to become an immortal sinner with
access to the tree of life, thus perpetuating his life as long
as he ate of its fruit. “ ‘Lest he [the man] put forth his
hand and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live
forever’ -therefore the Lord God sent him forth from
the garden of Eden” (Genesis 3:22, 23).

The word to drive out, expel & is an interesting
combination. In it is recognized an offender ;F. Because
Adam had become an offender, God told them that
they must go, or travel a. A closer examination of this
radical reveals an abbreviated form&  of the radical for
foot a. Substituting for the person  0 at the top of this
figure are actually two 5. persons  superimposed upon I
a s  ) An ancient form 5. verifies that two  persons
originally went. Instead of writing the two figures sepa-
rately, the character is written without lifting the
writing instrument, and simplified to. &. Combining
the various portions, the word to drive out or expel &
is formed. This contains the reason for the expulsion:
two  people  had become offenders.

-7 +a=  &
offender to  go to  expel

(2  persons)

Under the death sentence, Adam and Eve left their
lovely garden home to move their abode & . The older
writing of this character reveals exciting details not seen
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i n  the more recent “shorthand” edition. @ illustrates

the t w o  persons j ; a roof 7 ; two fires 2 , representing

Adam and Eve in their glorious state; dusf  2 , indica-
tive of their newly declared mortality; and walking =.
This figure reiterates the same idea as seen in tomb ?&

Recall once again  that the character for Garden l%j
shows two people-k  , ( < and < ) in, an enclosure a
After being expelled from the Garden. Adam and Eve
must have gone some distance, for the character depicting
distant  & reveals not only the loss of the Garden
enclosure U , but also shows them walking k.

Furthermore, & may mean to alienate or deviate.
Certainly the willful disobedience with the resultant ex-
pulsion from their Garden home caused a feeling of
alienation from the Creator. This had already been dem-
onstrated by their attempt to hide. A familiar saying
of Confucius still expresses the fear of close communion
with God, for this philosopher advised, “Respect God,
but keep your distance.”

The word robe -&.” also contains  the same cluster of
radicals as seen in garden fl and distant & and is remi-
niscent of Adam and Eve’s receiving their garments
from God at the time of their banishment from the
Garden of Eden.

So that the exiled pair  could not return to the
Garden, “at the east of the garden of Eden He placed the
cherubim, and a flaming sword which turned every way,
to guard the way to the tree of life” (Genesis 3:24).  The
character in Chinese  for a double-edged sword is +%‘I.
Analysis of this proves to be a fascinating study. In this
a knife I)  (also 71 ) is seen. The complete figure  ‘&
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indicates all,  the w h o l e  Looking at it closely, it is
formed of three elements: A, P o and 44,  the latter
two picturing two  persons; it could represent Adam and
Eve, who at this time comprised all,  or the whole of
mankind. The older calligraphy  inscribes this figure  in
two significant ways : % and E . In the first, the
attachment of mouth ti to a person 3 would seem to
indicate  two persons having two mouths.
figure the symbols for persons 4 4 have
by the alternate radical forJire bkc\ .

In the second
been replaced

If the venerable inventor of the Chinese writing
were to pictographically represent the very first sword in
the history of mankind, he would have to recall the story
of the two-edged or two-mouthed P  P , flaming k k
sword in the hand of the angel guarding the gate of Eden
after Adam and Eve had been expelled. The ancient
calligrapher must have greatly enjoyed putting together
this symbol for two-edged sword 4?d  ; for he could .not
only describe the original fiery weapon with its two
“biting” edges but at the same time represent the unfor-
tunate first couple by two figures: P 0 , also represent-
ing the two sharp edges of the sword ; and 4 &(modified
from 1/2;  A because  they had just lost, their original glo-
rious robes of light); yet /\ /\ is still used to repre-
sent the flaming aspect as noted above in E .

Man did not suffer alone in the disobedient act that
separated him from God’s presence. God also sorrowed
and planned a remedy: “For God so loved the world that
He gave His only Son, that whoever believes in Him
should not perish but have eternal life” (John 3 : 16). The
day will come when believing man will be delivered from
the curse of Adam. At that time Christ will forever re-



move the “thorns and thistles” and, having provided the
repentant sinner with a perfect robe of righteousness,
will bring him once more to the renewed paradise Garden
of God.
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Chapter 8 : The Seed of Rebellion

At the time when Adam and Eve were expelled from
the Garden of Eden, they had no children. As a result
of her disobedience God told Eve that she would have
sorrow and pain i n  childbearing. But God had also
given this first pair hope with the promise of a Redeemer.
for He had said to Lucifer, who had beguiled Eve in the
guise of the serpent, “ 1 will put enmity between you and
the woman, and between your seed and her Seed; He
shall b r u i s e  your head, and you shall bruise His heel”
(Genesis  3.15).  So despite the pain of childbearing,

a

Adam and Eve eagerly desired a son, who they hoped

+

would be that  Seed, the promised Deliverer.

The first human  conception is recorded in the Chi-
pregnant nese  written language as a son. The word pregnant  $I

13

is made up of two symbols, is 2,  and a son 3,  This
character even looks pregnant,  with the son contained

is

3
son

within the larger figure!

The Genesis story relates, “Now Adam knew Eve
his wife; and she conceived, a n d  bore Cain, saying (RSV),
‘I have gotten a man, the Lord’ ” (Genesis 4:l  AAT).’
The name “Cain” in Hebrew means “got.” They named
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Cain in accordance with their hope that they had “gotten”
a Savior from God. They did not realize that their first-
born son was not to be the Promised One, but instead
he would become the cause of further great sorrow in
their lives. A second son, Abel, was born soon afterward.

As Cain and Abel grew through their youthful
years, they were a source of happiness to their parents.
Cain enjoyed agricultural pursuits and provided the
family with a bountiful supply of fruits and vegetables.
Abel, on the other hand, loved animals and kept flocks
of sheep. This occupation met other needs of the family,
not only supplying wool for clothing but also lamb offer-
ings for their worship of God. The slaying of the lamb
they understood was to symbolize the Deliverer, who
would ultimately be slain as man’s Substitute and thus
remove the death penalty. Through this act of worship,
they demonstrated their faith in the promised Savior,
who would thereby once more restore their lost right-
eous characters. The children had been taught by their
parents to kneel before the lamb offered on an altar.

The word for righteousness .& appears to have been
derived from this original act of worship, asking for-
giveness for sin. A sheep 2# is found in this figure,
and beneath it, &.,  picturing I, m e ,  we kneeling
before the Lamb of God, who alone covers me and
brings righteousness.  Further dissection of this last
character for me reveals a composite of hand 9 and a
lance or spearhead  % This specifies that the slaying of
the lamb is by me, by my own hand, using a spearhead,
indicating that my sins would bring death to the in-
nocent Lamb of God. This interpretation is verified  by
ancient forms for me & and righteousness  & , both
of which portray a hand  -“,  and qwar$
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*.?,  +,2ce  = 2 + 3 = &
sheep righteousness

When Cain and Abel reached adulthood, each was
lance, responsible for his own act of worship. So it was on one

spear  head
occasion that Cain decided to offer some of his assorted
beautiful fruits in the place of a lamb. “In the course
of time Cain brought to the Lord an offering of the
fruit of the ground, and Abel brought of the firstlings  of
hi.s flock and of their fat portions” (Genesis 4:3, 4). At
the same time the younger brother Abel came leading
a lamb, which he then killed and placed upon his altar.
Both young men knelt before their altars, awaiting the
signal that their offerings were acceptable. “And the
Lord had regard for Abel and his offering” (Genesis 4:4).
It would appear that God sent a fire from heaven that
burned up the lamb, for from the narrative it is apparent
that there was some visible sign of acceptanceof the gift.*
When Abel’s lamb was consumed, he arose and left to
return to his flock.

Cain remained on his knees, still awaiting this
special sign. But there was no visible indication that
Cain’s offering of fruit was accepted. At last he arose,
angry with God. As he left in bitterness, Genesis records
that God called to him and said, “‘Why are you angry,
and why has your countenance fallen? If you do well,
will you not be accepted? And if you do not do well,
sin is couching at the door; its desire is for you, but
you must master it’ ” (Genesis 4:6, 7). If Cain had
thought to do things his own way, he soon discovered
that his own fruit offering was not accepted.

Instead of repentingof his presumptuous and diso-
bedient act, Cain became more stubborn and defiant.
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He sought out his brother and took vengeance on him.
“Cain said to Abel his brother, ‘Let us go out to the
field.’ And when they were in the field, Cain rose up
against his brother Abel and killed him” (Genesis 4:8).
Cain had become the world’s first murderer!

Usually the brothers returned home together at dusk
when their day’s work was finished. This evening only
Cain returned; and when Abel failed to come, the par-
ents began to question Cain regarding his brother’s
whereabouts. Not only his parents but also “the Lord
said to Cain, ‘Where is Abel your brother?’ He [Cain]
said, ‘I do not know; am I my brother’s keeper? And
the Lord said, ‘What have you done? The voice of your
brother’s blood is crying to Me from the ground’”
(Genesis 4:9, 10).

Obviously Cain was unrepentant and surely deserv-
ed the just punishment which God decreed. But listen to
their conversation: “ ‘When you till the ground, it shall
no longer yield to you its strength; you shall be a fugitive
and a wanderer on the earth.’ Cain said to the Lord,
‘My punishment is greater than I can bear. Whoever
finds  me will slay me.’ Then the Lord said to him, ‘Not
so! _’  And the Lord put a mark  on Cain, lest any who
came upon him should kill him” (Genesis 4: 12-l 5). The
Lord showed Cain unmerited mercy -even though
Cain, the older brother, was destined to be  a vagrant,
God promised him protection.

In the Chinese culture the elder brother is shown Yb
regard by using the respectful address elder brother ,&, elder  bro ther
rather than calling him by name. He was literally the
spokes d man IL and important representative for
the family, as shown by this character R. A similar
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cruel, fierce,
i n h u m a n ,

v i o l e n t

posterity

.
small, tender

to folio w,
one after
a n o t h e r

The Seed of Rebel/ion

character & has the same pronunciation  in the Chinese
but means  cruel, . fierce, violent,  or inhuman and is used
in reference to killing. The figure itself shows a mark
on the body, even as Cain, the original elder brother and
the first cruel and passionate murderer had been marked
by God. In the Chinese writing A is used in many words
to denote  killing or cutting. Therefore this mark on the
elder brother & was very significant i.n designating him
as a murderer. In past years, criminals in China were
tattooed on the cheeks or forehead so that for the rest of
their lives they would be recogn ized as outcasts from
society. This custom could well have been derived from
a knowledge of the ancient story of Cain. It is also
surmised that by the broken mouth I he was no longer
regarded as the spokesman for the family.

“And Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a
son and called his name Seth, for she said, ‘God has
appointed for me another child instead of Abel, for Cain
slew him ’ ” (Genesis 4:25).  God’s original command to
Adam and Eve was that they be fruitful and multiply
and replenish the earth (Genesis 1 :28).  After this, during
their long lifetimes of nearly 1,000 years, in the perfec-
tion of newly created mankind, the time of childbearing
for the women doubtless continued for hundreds of
years, instead of the approximate 30 year fertile period
of women today. The world was consequently rapidly
populated and a fantastic population explosion resulted.
The word posterity, descendants, afterwards t& depicts
the first couple q with something small,  tender 2 (a
baby), following,  one after another K. They begat
posterity afterwards, one after another.

two
persons

one after
anno 

posterity
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Cain afterward built the world’s first city. “Cain
knew his wife [his sister], and she conceived and bore
Enoch, and he built a city, and called the name of the
city after the name of his son, Enoch” (Genesis 4: 17).
In the fifth generation of Cain’s descendants, the Bible
records a man who was not only a polygamist but also
a murderer. Thus the earth, very early, became divided
into two factions. The wicked descendants of Cain arro-
gantly despised and rejected God. But the line of Seth
were God-fearing. Of them it is written, “To Seth also
a son was born, and he called his name Enosh. At that
time men began to call upon the name  of the Lord”
(Genesis 4:26).

This term, “to call upon the name of the Lord,” is
very significant and has been used in a special way
throughout the Bible to indicate those seeking godliness.
In the Old Testament it was closely connected with the
sacrificial services initiated at the time when God first
provided garments of skins and expelled Adam and Eve
from their garden home. Often the supplicant was
rewarded by the manifestation of fire from heaven con-
suming the offering.4

The sheep $- was the first sacrificial animal to be
specified, and as previously mentioned, represented the
Lamb of God, Jesus Christ, the promised Seed of the
woman, who was to come in the line of the faithful des-
cendants of Seth. The Chinese and the Hebrews, who
were to come years later as the descendants of Abraham,
presented these specific animal offerings to one Supreme
God.5 For the Hebrews this God was Elohim,  Yahweh,
or Shaddai.  His appellation by the Chinese was Shang Ti
4. $?,  meaning very literally, the emperor  q above -!L
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Note the interesting phonetic similarities between
ShangTi  (also pronounced ShangDai  in some dialects)
and Shaddai!

Close consideration to the calligraphic record of
the Chinese will reveal an authentic record of their pris-
tine religious concepts. To suggest anything good or
prosperous, the lamb if was often used in a character.
For example, good, virtuous, perfect $- in the more an-
cient writing is clearly $$  , where  ?4 is $ words,  and
thus the character expresses that the lamb’s words, are
good. A second way of arranging these radicals ‘#  con-
veys the idea of examining with  care, to  judge  for this
is the ultimate prerogative of the Lamb. “He who sat
upon it is called Faithful and True, and in righteous-
ness He judges  and makes war. And the name by
which He is called is the Word of God” (Revelation
19:l  I, 13). In another beautiful symbol, prosperity,
happiness, auspicious #, God % and the lamb if  are
wedded to create the character representation.

To portray the sinlessness of Christ, only unblemish-
ed, perfect, sacrificial  animals were used in the Hebrew
services. “Take a bull calf for  a sin offering, and a ram  for
a burnt offering, both without blemish, and offer them
before the Lord” (Leviticus 9: 2). This verse is exactly
duplicated by the Chinese character for sacrificial ani-
mals  !#,  where the animals specified are a lamb -$ and
a bullock, o x  4. These beasts must also be unblemished,
or beautiful $.

+ + + I- g + k. = j&
o x sheep beaut i fu l spear  h e a d

(unblemished,
Xl;zr,$7’

The Chinese and Hebrews surely must have had
identical roots in the ancient past, as evidenced by the
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similarity of their religious rituals. They both observed
morning and evening sacrifices. “One lamb you shall
offer in the morning, and the other lamb you shall offer
in the evening” (Exodus 29: 39). This had great signifi-
cance, for at the third hour (9 a.m.) Christ was to be
hung on the cross (Mark 15 :25),  the time of the morning
sacrifice; and at the ninth hour (3 p.m.) He gave His
life (Mark 15:34),  when the evening sacrifice was being
offered.

“Hsi,”  sacriJicia1  animals #, in Chinese, has the
same phonetic sound as the word “hsi” evening 7 and
“hsi” west  8.  It would certainly seem that “hsi”  indica-
ting the sacrificia1  animals arose phonetically by associa-
tion with the time of the ritual in the evening. On the
other hand, another word for sacrifice  is js, “szu.”
By itself, the constituent radical 5 is “szu” and desig-
nates time : 9-11 a.m. “Szu” must therefore be a morn-
ing sacrifice. Furthermore, in the more explicit older
calligraphy, &6  is written as i$$ which portrays
two persons R with uplifted hands worshiping God m
at the Garden @ . Evidently outside the gates of Eden
was the site where the original altar was set up by Adam.

In the Chinese culture the eldest son or firstborn
.a  must have been the one who inherited the priestly
duties of directing the family to God. It was his pri-
vilege to pray to or invoke $!b God on behalf of the
others. He was the family spokes P man IL. In the
Hebrew economy, the eldest son also inherited the birth-.
right with its sacred duties.

e ven ing

west

>

R
sacrifice

e
9-11 a.m.

Pc
eldest S C

0 + IL  = ☺f☺ + % = l+t

spokes m a n eldest son G o d pray,  invoke

This tremendous privilege Cain, as the eldest son, had

to pray
invoke

i? 8 9I
i
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viewed lightly; he thus despised righteous Abel and his
offering, which had been acceptable to God.

You might be thinking, “What is so important
about the ancient sacrificial system of the Chinese and
why compare this with the Hebrew rituals? After all,
many other early cultures had animal sacrifices-even
human sacrifices!” In truth, there were a vast number of
sacrificial systems with a great variety of animal offer-
ings. But these were a corruption of the original mean-
ingful services designated by God as object lessons.
Also, the polytheistic peoples, following in the footsteps
of the renegade Cain, offered to a multitude of deities,
Only the Hebrews and Chinese were strict monotheists.7
Only they understood and appreciated the pathos of the
ceremonies.

During the long Hebrew sojourn in Egypt, much of
this time in bondage when they were allowed no freedom
of worship, they largely forgot the religion of their an-
cestors, Jacob and Abraham, Noah and Adam. They
had lost sight of the significance of the sacrifices and
even the ultimate promise of a Messiah. These rites were
reinstituted for the Hebrews at Mount Sinai following
the great exodus from Egypt, about 1445 B.C. Mean-
while, by this time in China, the original ceremonies
were still being faithfully practiced but with little com-
prehension of the true intent of the offerings, and with
considerable adulteration by a growing ancestral wor-
ship.

The Chinese actually continued these sacrificial
rituals into modern times! The Manchu dynasty extend-
ed from A.D. 1644 to A.D. 1911; and with the creation
of the Republic of China in 1912, China’s monarchal
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rule ended for all time. The emperors of this last
dynasty still annually engaged in the interesting “border”
ceremony of antiquity. At the time of t h e winter
solstice, two hours before midday (refer to the character,
sacrifice 46  which denotes the time, 9-11 a.m.), the
Chinese monarch left the royal palace in a ritual
chariot that carried him to the T’ien  Tan. This great,
square, elevated “Temple to Heaven” in Peking is
thus described :

Within the gates of the southern  division of the
capital, and surrounded by a sacred grove so
extensive that the silence of its deep shades is
never broken by the noises of the busy world,
stands the Temple of Heaven. It consists of a
single tower, whose tiling of resplendent azure
is intended to represent the form and color of
the aerial vault. It contains no image, and the
solemn rites are not performed within the
tower; but, on a marble altar which stands
before it, a bullock is offered once a year as a
burnt-sacrifice, while the master of the Empire
prostrates himself in adoration of the Spirit of
the Universe.8

The public offering of this sacrifice was the chief evidence
of the right to rule. Consequently, the practice was
strictly observed by the ruling sovereign down through
the ages.

The significance of the sacrifice had long since been
completely lost. It was merely thought to be an “old
custom.” Even Confucius nearly 2,500 years before
had been ignorant of its origin, although he researched
with keenest interest into the meaning of this sacrifice.
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He attached so much importance to it as to declare that
“the man who could explain the sacrifice to God would
be able to rule the Empire as easily as he could look on
the palm of his own hand.“9

Although the origin and meaning of this ancient
ceremony have been lost sight of by the Chinese, the
mere fact of its existence and practice for nearly 4,500
years, together with the miracle of its surviva l into the
20th century from ancient times as a sacrifice to the
Supreme God, ShangTi,  is indeed incredible!

The marvelous fact is that from the Chinese culture,
geographically and ethnically widely separated from the
Hebrew nation, similar details of worship were preserved.
These may be added as an additional link in the lengthen-
ing chain which binds the two peoples and further
substantiates and verifies the early chapters of Genesis
as revealed truth!
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Chapter 9: A Bleak World

That there ever was a universal flood has been all
but discounted by modem man. How is it then that
nearly every ancient civilization on earth has a flood
epic recording a catastrophic deluge? These flood sto-
ries, however, have been interpreted as either localized
events involving only a small segment of the earth, or as
mythological tales. Yet, if all of these widely scattered
cultures cite a deluge, the likelihood that the entire world
suffered together from the same event is compounded.
As the descendants of the survivors again dispersed over
the face of the earth, they must have carried the memory
of this universal cataclysm with them as a part of their
historical past.

Aside from these ancient records, apparent physical
evidences, worldwide in scope, can be found, mute wit-
nesses of this destructive upheaval. Petrified forests,
coal and oil deposits, fossil remains of now extinct mam-
moth animals, deep eroded canyons, subterranean cav-
erns, massive folds in the earth’s strata, widespread
volcanic residue, and many  other phenomenain all parts
of the earth indicate a former terrestrial catastrophe,
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which completely changed the face of this world of ours.
Whereas the modern world is probably less than one-
tenth habitable because of mighty globe-encircling seas
and untenable weather conditions, icy wastes and vast
arid deserts, steaming insect-infested jungles and massive
sky-high mountain chains: this was not always so, as
the various remnants of the former world testify.

Attempts to explain scientifically a flood of such
total proportions have been made. One popular theory
is a near astral collision with gravitational conflict resul-
ting in heaving oceans, surging tides, and lava movement
in the earth’s crust causing violent eruptions with moun-
tain-building.’ By whatever causal agents and physical
means it might have been effected, the Biblical reason
for the flood is given very simply in the Genesis record.
“The Lord saw that the wickedness of man was great in
the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of
his heart was only evil continually. And God said
to Noah, ‘I have determined to make an end of all
flesh; for the earth is filled with violence through them;
behold I will destroy them with the earth. Make yourself
an ark of gopher wood. For behold, I will bring
a flood of waters upon the earth, to destroy all flesh
in which is the breath of life from under heaven; every-
thing that is on the earth shall die. But I will establish
my covenant with you; and you shall come into the ark,
you, your sons [Ham, Shem and Japheth], your wife, and
your sons’ wives with you”’ (Genesis 6:5,13,  14,17,  18).

We might get a picture of an angry God with pa-
tience worn thin, because His creatures failed to obey
His every dictate. This is the portrait that Lucifer would
paint. However, instead, it was a disappointed God,
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aghast at the wickedness and violence conjured by the
human race, which He had wanted so much to be per-
fect and holy! For yet another 120 years (Genesis 6:3),
God tolerated sinful mankind while Noah and his sons
under God’s direction built the mighty ark. Noah was
the 10th generation from Adam, and according to the
chronology of the genealogies (Genesis 5:3-30),  it was
about the year 1656 after creation when God allowed
the devastating flood to sweep over the earth.

The ark, a tremendous vessel - 450 feet long, 75 feet
broad, and 45 feet high, (Genesis 6:15 Moffat), such
as no man had ever seen before, was to become a refuge 9
during the terrible storm. The Chinese character for boat 8
$$2 gives this very representation. There are three ele-

‘G
boat

ments pictured : a vessel 8,  eight A,  and mouth 0 ,
meaning “people.” The word for boat, then, tells the
story of this first great ark which, in spite of the years of

$j-
vessel

warning and pleading by Noah to his compatriots, had
just eight passengers. “And Noah and his sons [Ham,
Shem, and Japheth]  and his wife and his sons’ wives
with him, went into the ark, to escape the waters of the
flood” (Genesis 7 : 7).

A
eight

One finds  that these original eight people from whom
the earth was repopulated after the flood, play a very im-
portant and prominent role in many Chinese characters.
It has been pointed out several times that this earth has
known two very different worlds, the first a perfect
creation extending from the time of Adam and Eve until
it was completely destroyedand buried by the devastating
flood. Many of the characters which were derived from
episodes involving Adam and  Eve during the antediluvian
times had incorporated in them various symbols represen-
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/-L

XA

/\
eight

5

.
:.

ting this first couple, such as 5.)  V V , g , kk , A, q
or + Now as  the postdiluvian events are studied, it will
be seen that, instead of featuring the original progenitor
pair, the eight survivors of the flood are memorialized
in the same way. They now become the new ancestors
of all future generations, and hence the numeral eight
becomes as important in reference to the postdiluvian
stories as the figure t w o  was to antediluvian epics. Eight,
it will be seen, also takes  a variety of forms: i\ ‘, ,I. , or
/ \ , whichever best accommodates the space, shape, or
whim of artistic smartness desired in a character.

The ark had been completed and supplied with
provisions. Now the dramatic moment arrived when
“The Lord said to Noah, ‘Go into the ark, you and all
your household, for I have seen that you are righteous
before Me in this generation. Take with you seven pairs of
all clean animals, the male and his mate; and a pair of
the animals that are not clean, the male and his mate;
and seven pairs of the birds of the air also, male and
female, to keep their kind alive upon the face of all the
earth. For in seven days I will send rain upon the earth
forty days and forty nights; and every living thing that
1 have made I will blot out from the face of  the ground.’
And Noah did all that the Lord had commanded him”
(Genesis 7 : l-5).

rain

Rain & had never been experienced before by the
antediluvians, “For the Lord God had not caused it to
rain upon the earth, . But a mist went up from the
earth and watered the whole face of the ground” (Gene-
sis 2:5,6).  Those unrepentant and wicked men who had
refused the oft-given invitation to enter the ark were
now terrified to see great drops of water falling from
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the sky, and as the storm raged, “all the fountains of
the great deep burst forth, and the windows of the heav-
ens were opened” (Genesis 7: 11). Note again the radi-
cals for water z& and :i Do these not  resemble foun-
tains of water rising to a height and falling back in all
directions? It is interesting that the ancient forms also
portray water  <l? , Iii most often vertical, instead of
horizontal, as expected.

Man and beast alike struggled to escape the rising
waters, but at last all were engulfed as the waters covered
over  * all. This figure further describes men’s confeder-

acy against God, as 4 indicates all,  or united,  and ti
is a radical for hands joined together, suggesting not only
their united rebellion but also the attempt to help each
other escape the threatening waters. When water :i is

added to $,  the combined symbol forms the word,

to drown, to overflow, submerged ‘%$.

A word, total, or altogether &, is significant in
that it indicates that the eight ,\  people were the total
population of the earth to be delivered from the over-
flowing waters. The remaining portions of the figure

represent hands joined +t , and the horizontal line, the
e a r t h  - This would picture a company of eight
united people, with hands joined ti , forming the total
&-’ number. If the radical wafer 5 is added to this
same figure, the new character formed is flood .&, also
meaning vast. This ideograph  therefore reveals a great
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truth, that the flood involving these eight people was
total,  or universal, and not a localized catastrophe.

” + +t + -
eight united earth total water

An early pictograph of flood is  exactly comparable:

Note also
the water
“covering”

hands joined
water
earth

the earth. eight

Another explicitly shows the four hands of the males
united and “riding” above the waters: g “And the
waters prevailed so mightily upon the earth that all the
high mountains under the whole heaven were covered”
(Genesis 7:19).  This verse could be interpreted only
as a universal, total deluge.

Still another character depicting the eight A people
0 is ig meaning variously to hand down, to continue,
to follow  a course. Note several interesting methods of
writing the old forms: (14 , :;lJ , or & In this last
figure, the eight persons  )o(  are seen floating on the water
% It was, of course, from these eight persons  that all
tradition, history, and knowledge have continued from
the first world into the second, being “handed down.”

“The waters prevailed and increased greatly upon
the earth; and the ark floated on the face of the waters.

And the waters prevailed upon the earth a hundred
and fifty days” (Genesis 7:18, 24). At the end of this
150-day  period the ark came to rest on the mountains
of Ararat  (Genesis 8 :4), but it would be many months
before the earth had dried sufficiently to permit their
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leaving the ark. One year and  10 days after the rain had
begun to descend, God commanded Noah to leave the
ark. “The waters were dried from off the earth; and
Noah removed the covering of the ark, and looked, and
behold, the face of the ground was dry” (Genesis 8: 13).
But what a bleak and different world met their eyes!
The beautiful trees and all vegetation were gone. Before
them were rugged, snow-covered mountains; bare
hills; and exposed craggy rocks lining dangerous can-
yons, flowing with rushing, receding, muddy rivers. A
cold wind whistled around the ark. The pleasant,
verdant, temperate land they had known before had
been buried, and in its place was a desolate, strange
earth, unrecognizable and ugly.

The first act that Noah performed after he and his
family left the ark was to offer sacrifices  of thanksgiving
to God that their lives were preserved. “Then Noah
built an altar to the Lord, and took  of every clean animal
and of every clean bird, and offered burnt offerings on
the altar” (Genesis 8:20). Once again the symbolic
.sacrifces  $$ were continued, as animals (flesh) n were

offered again  X to God 5.

n + x i. fjt = g5
flesh again God to sacrifice

(animal)

The desolate new world which met the remnant’s
gaze required coinage of words to describe the changed
conditions. A new way of life also emerged, necessita-
ting additional vocabulary with corresponding words
that could be used as ideograms. Accordingly, the Chi-
nese appear to have incorporated the eight progenitors
of this second world into many characters descriptive
of the altered conditions.
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When Noah’s family left the ark, they may have
lived in a large cave hollowed out by the receding
waters, for there were no trees with which to build a
house. At least the Chinese seem to have pictured them
as living in a cave R, as this figure would indicate, for
it is composed undeniably of a roof  h with the figure
eight A under it.

h + j\ = R
roof, eight  cave
h o u s e

Since all of the earth’s vegetation had  been washed
away, it was necessary for the family to begin to plant
seed and gardens in order to grow food to sustain them-
selves. When the eight kinsmen went to work in the
fields, the cave, of course, was empty. Thus, by adding
work ZL  to the cave 2 , the character empty, hollow g
is formed -nobody is at home in the cave. They have
all gone to work.

.\ + r+ x 2 + I = E
eight roof cave work empty

So that no one need guess that the vertical line 1
in work  L represented a person, hair 9 is added in
an earlier character fi

The eight .\ common ancestors of today’s world
population are seen in the character 2,’  meaning  common
to  all, public, which would surely define nicely the mem-
bers of Noah’s family. The word 2, also carries the
more colloquial meaning of grandfather (the husband’s
father). This could well have applied to Noah himself
as the grandfather of all living. A certain person  A
is derived as a shortened form of mouth, person Q
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,\  + 6% = ‘A’
eight person common  to  all

Examine another word, division ‘3.  One may iden-
tify eight .\  and a knife W The Chinese may have pic-
tured the eight people as having a problem in dividing
their possessions after having lived together in the ark
for a year. Symbolically, the knife is used to do the
dividing I$.

It will be noted in the old writing that eight .\.
itself, characteristically divides into mirror images ) (>
] [,  or (1 , for example; and therefore significantly has
become a symbol of division o r  separation. This is well
demonstrated in the older forms of 3’ as r’q ; or @
a s  Jb(

The new way of life touched many areas. The des-
cendants of Noah must exchange or  barter ‘Ji. Note the
eight j\ spread far apart to accommodate an older
brother JL,  who possibly became the spokesman for the
family. This figure is incorporated into a larger charac-
ter meaning fo speak, to tell xi. This word may have
grown out of lengthy exchange x of words  $ made
necessary in business affairs.

.\ + rL, = ‘5 + $ = ‘A&,
eight older exchange words to  speak,

brother say, tell

This word for to speak, to say ‘&, is probably the most
commonly used character today for “talking” and has
replaced in the language the radical to speak w , which
has become largely archaic.

Noah suffered disappointment and anguish, even
as Adam had, in seeing one of his sons become disres-
pectful and wicked. His youngest son, Ham, was
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separated from the family, even as Cain had been. The
curse that fell upon Ham and his posterity was to become
the servants of his brothers. It was through this new
rebellious line also that the first postflood cities would
be built.

Shem, on the other hand, was chosen because of his
fidelity, as the son through whom the promised Seed
would eventually come. His later descendants, Abraha.m
Jacob, Judah, David, and Solomon preserved a know-
ledge of God in the earth as the Hebrew people.

It might be assumed that the ancient Chinese were
rather immediate descendants of Noah, as evidenced by
their familiarity with the story of the flood. Consequent-
ly it would be natural for the inventor of the Chinese
characters to incorporate essential facts regarding the
deluge and the human remnant of eight people into a
newly developing calligraphy. In this way an authentic
historical record could be preserved. Even in our day,
millennia later, this primitive writing still memorializes
the beginnings of the second world and the postdiluvian
era by the frequent use of the numeral right in their
characters.
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Chapter 10 : The Tower of
United Defiance

After the flood, the earth began to be repopulated
with the descendants of Noah and his three sons, Shem,
Ham, and Japheth. At this time, according to the Gene-
sis record, “The whole earth had one language and few
words” (Genesis 1 I :I). Some left the region of Mount
Ararat  where the ark had grounded as the flood waters
subsided and traveled to a fertile valley of Shinar, be-
tween the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, which would
later become Mesopotamia. There, several cities were
founded, Erech, Accad, Babel, and Calah,  by Nimrod,
the grandson of Ham (Genesis 1O:lO).

If Ham’s grandson, Nimrod, was able to found
four cities from the world’s total inhabitants after such
a short time, there must have been a great burst of popu-
lation immediately after the flood. The generation time
had been shortened from about 100 years in the antedi-
luvian patriarchs to only 30 years immediately after the
flood. At the time the Chinese race came into being
after the flood, the 30-year generation time was already
a fact and is thus recorded as an age, a generation  of’30
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years, from generation to generation *. Usually 30 is
written Z -j- (three tens), occasionally as +tt Written
as it is with a base line +&,  the word indicates a unit of

an age, a 30 years.
generation

of 30  years The period of fertility must have been very long for
the early vigorous descendants whose total lifetimes
were about 400 years. The original eight survivors of
the flood themselves bore many children also, as it is
recorded that Noah lived 350 years and Shem 500 years
after the tlood.

In one of Nimrod’s cities, Babel, something occur-
red that was to forever change the course of civilization.
As the abbreviated genealogic record of Shem  is read
in Genesis 10, one meets the name of Peleg in the
fifth generation from Noah. Of him it is said, “The
name of one was Peleg; for in his days the earth w a s
divided” (Genesis 10:25).  Anciently, the names of chil-
dren had great significance. Sometimes these revealed
the character traits of a child; other names were pro-
phetic, as “Methuselah,” for example, which meant “at
his death the sending forth of waters.” He died in the
year of the flood, 1656 years after creation. Peleg’s name
meant “division.” Of Shem’s  lineage, he evidently was
born the year of the great dispersion, which was a mere
101 years following the flood, according to the carefully
recorded genealogy of Genesis Il. How many adult
people might there have been by this time with the above
reproductive facts in mind? A conservative estimate is
at least several thousand people.

By now men were quite clever with their building
talents, for they had learned not only how to make clay
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bricks but to increase the durability of this building
material by firing it. They had also developed a suitable
mortar for cementing the bricks together to construct
impressive edifices. While laying out the city of Babel,
they also began to erect a tower that was to become
very noteworthy. Towers were at this point in history,
quite fashionable as temples of worship but, unfortu-
nately, not a place to worship the God of heaven and
Creator of the earth. Already men had departed from
the services established by God, and  instead had substi-
tuted the deification of wooden, stone, and metal idols,
as well as the sun, moon, and stars. These inanimate
images were placed in the temple towers for adora-
tion.’

The purpose in constructing this particular ziggurat
in Babel, however, was probably dual-not only to
house their false gods, but also as an object of rebellion
against the true God. The dwellers in Babel determined
that never again would a destructive flood come upon
mankind for they bragged, “Come, let us build ourselves
a city, and a tower with its top in the heavens, and let
u s  make a  name for  ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad
upon the face of the whole earth” (Genesis I I :4).
Instead of “call [ing]  upon the name of the Lord”
(Genesis 4: 26) in true worship, they determined to
“make a name for themselves,” and independently
substitute their own gods or works--even as their de-
fiant ancestors Cain and Ham had done. Was this
also to be an escape tower should another flood come?
Evidently the people had forgotten God’s promise to
Noah, “I will remember My covenant which is between
Me and you and every living creature of all flesh; and
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the waters shall never again become a flood to destroy
all flesh” (Genesis 9: 15). Either they had forgotten
this promise, or they did not believe it!

How significant that the Chinese word for tower $&
is a shorthand record of this project. On the left side
of the figure, artistically accommodating itself to the
slope of the tower is the radical f dirt,  clay, of which
the bricks were made. They had boasted, “ 'Come,  let
us make bricks, and burn them thoroughly.’ And they
had brick for stone, and bitumen for mortar” (Genesis
11 : 3). Then they united,  joined together gin their rebel-
lion against God. The Chinese placed upon the pinnacle
of the tower  f$  the sign of Adam’s curse +t , recognizing
the folly of this venture. (It would be unlikely that weeds
+t would grow on top of a brick tower!) One other
aspect of the character might also have importance.
They were originally all of one speech: men A ; one - ;
speech P Adding the grass on the top, g means 10
undertake. The Chinese themselves built no towers or
pagodas until the Buddhist era.* This character for
tower  J?$  must surely, therefore, refer to the Tower of
Babel.

h + -  + v = g + H = g c _t = fg
mankind  one mouth united  grass  undertake  c lay  tower

( s p e e c h ) (brick)

So the work on the tower began, but God was dis-
pleased at their rebellious attitude and decided to put
an end to their scheme with a very clever plan of His
own. “And the Lord came down to see the city and the
tower, which the sons of men had built. And the Lord
said, ‘Behold, they are one people, and they have all one
language; and this is only the beginning of what they
will do; and nothing that they propose to do will now
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be impossible for them. Come, let us go down, and there
confuse their language, that they may not understand one
another’s speech”‘(Genesis  11: 5-7). He proceeded to do
just that, and as a result of the confounded language
there was nothing else to do but to stop work on the
uncompleted tower, for no one could understand the
other’s orders or requests, and all was in great turmoil.

Again the Chinese have a word which amazingly
means not only confusion but also rebellion $1 . This
succinctly tells the story in Just two pictures. The tongue
+ was confused when God changed the language of the

rebels. “And the Lord said, ‘Behold they are one people,
and they have all one language. . . . Come, let us go
down, and there confuse their language, that they may
not understand one another’s speech’ “(Genesis 11: 6,7).
The right hand part of the character portrays the right
leg L 3 extended for walking. It will be seen that this
is half of the radical for man rt . Since their tongues
+$4  were speaking new languages, there was nothing left
to do in this frustrating situation, but to strike  out and
journey  to a new place of their own.

tongue  [right rebellion, ,
leg] confusion

As Moses put it: “Therefore its name was called Babel.

because there the Lord confused the language of all
the earth; and from there the Lord scattered them
abroad over the face of all the earth” (Genesis 1 I : 9).

The natural result of the confusion of the language
was exactly what they had hoped would never happen!
They left the city in small bands of people who could
understand each other, probably by *families, as delineat-
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ed in Genesis 10 and Il. In this way, Babel got its name
meaning “confusion,” since it was here that the Lord
mixed up the language. It was thus that the great disper-
sion of people began and the various ethnic divisions of
mankind developed. Surely it was a tremendously his-
torical milestone to warrant giving a newborn son the
name “Peleg” -“Division.” Recall the character mean-
ing division I>‘,  which contained the eight A ancestors
and a knife 2 , a symbolic instrument for “dividing.”
Here it is clear that from the eight stem the diversified
future world population, at the time of the Division -!!.

The “dispersion” was truly a great pivotal point in
antiquity for the event to be recorded in the Genesis
annals, and for the Chinese to fashion several ideograms
corresponding to the momentous incident.

The numeral four  w alsostems from eight ‘t  being
divided in four directions tJ This is supported also
by the earlier calligraphy, as 2 , CE  or the interesting
figure @j which shows a double dividing of the numeral
eight.

The radical four w is often used together with a
second character meaning to scatter,  to disperse  R.  Note
the top left portion 3 , which appears to be  an abbrevia-
tion of .&,  meaning total 01  all. The A, ,flesh,  must
signify “people or mankind,” possibly related to fami-
lies, The last radical is to follow  x This character,
to disperse -&,  could indicate then that all flesh  (families)
followed Used with the numeral four  W,  w #4 signi-
fies scattered in four  directions.
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It is likely, since their historical date of origin coin-
cides closely with this point in time, that the ancestors
of the Chinese people left the valley of Shinar in the great
migration and journeyed eastward, to soon settle in the
fertile land of China. A retrospective depiction of their
migration,  to remove,  to shift a, would mean nothing
except in the light of the Genesis narrative of chapter 11.
It concisely summarizes the event in four radicals. In the
west  ‘~5  6 (Babel) there had been a great k (j,  is
spread apart to accommodate the lower figure) division,
separation L This radical, L , joint o r  seal, is actually
half of a larger seal of authority 9C.. Breaking the
seal in half would indicate a division or separation L
This division resulted in their walking  .L  in a great
migratory move.

simply reveals that thousands f are walking x. Notice
that the thousand  i has a “p’ieh” / , indicating
movement, and this event possibly marks the origin
of this numeral. It is interesting also to note that tongue
+ has a thousand T issuing from the mouth 0.
This word could likewise very well have original ref-
erence to the Babel  story dealing specifically with the
tongue. The character 3 is not as specific as the
former character indicating the origin of the migration
in the west $3,  but it does tell the large number of those
removing in various directions, possibly the greatest
mass dispersion the earth has ever seen.

Thus it likely happened that the progenitors of
the Chinese people immigrated to the Far East, carrying
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with them direct word-of-mouth knowledge of the early
beginnings on earth, and of the Creator, the true God,
whom they came to call ShangTi.

Perhaps the wise old sage who was given the assign-
ment by his king of inventing a written language for the
new nation had even been present as a young man at the
Tower of Babel and had witnessed the profound effect
upon the confederate rebels when their common mother
tongue was suddenly confused and communications
were broken down. There had been days or turmoil
when families speaking the same tongue were organizing
themselves into bands. Finally, the companies of people
dispersed in all directions. His compatriots had made
the lengthy, hard migration as far as possible to the east,
where they hoped for isolation and  a new beginning.
He had received the total historical background by word-
of-mouth, possibly even from Noah  or Shem  themselves;
then with his own more recent personal experiences to
use as familiar facts, he cleverly added to the written
language. Only a pictographic and ideographic  language
could so perfectly preserve history in such accurate
detail.

One might even question whether the Chinese them-
selves took part in the rebellion at Babel. Since they
were the only worshipers of the Supreme Ruler of
Heaven, other than the Shemites, and since they had
such a high moral code, along with rituals similar to
the Shemites, might they have had the same fraternal
roots? It is entirely conjectural, but they may have
taken this opportunity to leave the polytheistic envi-
ronment of Babel and join in the dispersion simply from
the standpoint of wanting to separate themselves from
nonbelievers.
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Study suggests that the Chinese forebears summa-
rized the three great rebellions of early mankind by in-
dicating that the recalcitrants united as one # in their
defiance of God. Note this figure in the following char-
acters. For Adam and Eve, the first rebels, there was
the flaming sword @j  which prevented them from repos-
sessing Eden. The antediluvians,  who entered into mass
malcontent and disbelief, were drowned ?# by the flood,
while the bold seditionists at the Tower 1&  of Babel had
their tongues confounded. In each of these instances,
with corresponding commemorating characters, the
confederacy  4,~  and determination to act independently
and to separate themselves from God, can be seen.

Even the punishment decreed by God for these
great rebellions of mankind was measured out with a
mixture of blessing. The “thorns and thistles” allotted
to Adam and Eve kept them and all mankind busy with
honest labor. The punishment of the antediluvian world
changed the face of the entire earth and all weather con-
ditions. But even the flood, with the burial of tremendous
amounts of organic matter from both plant and animal
sources, has proven a boon to modern man who benefits
from the resultant oil and coal deposits.

The dispersion at the tower of Babel again may
have been seen as a curse by the wicked who had their
rebellious plans thwarted, and the differences in language
throughout the world have been a continuing impedi-
ment to understanding and communication. On the
other hand, the Babel migration was a means of repopu-
lating the entire earth, and was actually an advantage
to some, such as the Chinese who could isolate them-
selves in a distant land and carry on worship to the true
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God without molestation. This they apparently did for
2,000 years, although the people gradually lost sight of
the meaning of their worship, which became a mere
ceremony. With the loss of understanding of their rit-
uals, the way was opened for acceptance of new religious
innuendos and the introduction of Taoism, Confucian-
ism, and Buddhism.
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Epilog . . . Revelation

The mural mosaic at the far end of the Singapore
air terminal waiting room transfixed me that Wednesday
morning as I was preparing to leave the city after my
most recent visit with Pastor Kang.  The lighting was
perfect so that the portrayed scenic view of the city of
Singapore at night, reflected in the foreground harbor
waters, was very real. I ascended the stairs to the mezza-
nine overlooking the rushing, noisy, oblivious throng
below and stood there for a long moment, taking it all
in - the silhouetted familiar skyline,  with scattered
lighted windows depicting the ceaseless activity of this
Oriental metropolis; the last shades of fading day at the
horizon in a cloud-tinted darkening sky; the flickering
lights of harbor boats. Why had I not noticed the beauty
of this mosaic artistry before on my many trips through
Singapore during the more than 10 years since the erec-
tion of this new airport?

I walked around the balcony and stood before the
immense mural. Now it had become a mass of tiny vari-
colored, one-inch tiles mortared into the wall. I gently
touched the unevenIy  set ceramic pieces - “Rather
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crude!” I thought. It was more difficult at this close
range to make out the various objects which composed
the panorama. Certainly at this short distance it lacked
beauty, the outlines were difficult to delineate, and there
was no breath-taking attractiveness. Instead, one might
be tempted to criticize the handiwork of the one who had
set the tiles in a slightly irregular fashion. Once again 1
moved away to the far end of the mezzanine, and the
city became alive! It was the distance and the’ lighting.
From whence the light came, I do not remember,
whether artificial or by skylight, but it was perfect. I
could not help but take out my camera, hoping to
record its glowing exquisiteness.

“How like this study we have just completed,” I
mused. “The isolated Chinese character by itself, or per-
haps a small series on one aspect of the Genesis subject
is interesting, but one might question, ‘Is it possible?
or ‘Was this really the original intention?’ One can be-
come very ‘picky’ and critical. However, taken as a
whole, with all the pieces in place, and with a retrospec-
tion of 4,500 years, the total picture becomes amazing!”

I was soon settled comfortably, smoothly airborne.
The roar of thejetmotors was left far behind with only the
whistling wind accompaniment as a reminder of being
rapidly transported. The landscape far below was one
which I always loved in the Orient - neat patchwork
of the rice paddies in their many shades of green, inter-
spersed with unplanted, plowed fields. An aerial view,
reflecting the light from the flooded plots, always remind-
ed me of a mammoth stained-glass window.

Perhaps it was this scene that flashed to mind the
radical w , which we had always used to represent the
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Garden of Eden. “Honestly now, doesn’t it look more
like a well-irrigated and marked out farm? But it must
refer to the Garden specifically,” 1 argued to myself,
“for such characters as devil Be, fruit $,  naked j$,
happiness &, and tempter &, using 18  , could have
no other reference! garden

“But wait, wasn’t the Garden of Eden ‘watered ?’ ”
Now I remembered a river, in fact, four rivers being
mentioned in the oft-read Genesis description. Why had
this not seemed important before? I reached for my
heavy briefcase and struggled to release it from under
the seat in front. I extracted a Bible from my bulging
luggage and turned to Genesis 2:9-14. Yes, the river was
four-headed and appeared to originate in the center of
the Garden near the tree of life and the tree of the know-
ledge of good and evil. I thought again of the symbol
for garden W “Perfect! A four-headed river originating
in the center of the Garden would certainly ‘water’ it.
But what would be its source?

“The head of most rivers is spring water -a foun-

tain! Even the  radicals for water $,  5 (older forms 8 ,
\I(  too), are all vertical figures, as though arising from

the ground. 7JC  and i$ might even be interpreted as
flowing in four directions. A fountain! That’s it! The
Bible is full of verses referring to the ‘fountain of life.‘”
1 leafed through the concordance in the back of my
Bible and looked under Fountain. My eyes fell on
something interesting in Song of Solomon 4: 12, 15:

A garden locked is my sister, my bride,
A garden  locked, a fountain sealed. .
A garden fountain, a well of living water,
And flowing streams from Lebanon.
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“That’s obviously the Garden of Eden after the Fall, ‘a
garden locked,’ and it has a fountain of ‘living water’
with flowing ‘streams!’ The ‘garden’ was also called a
‘bride’!” My excitement mounted. “Now, why is the
garden square?” for “squareness”’ did not fit my pre-
conceived mental imagery of Eden.

Turning to Revelation 21 and 22, which 1 recalled
also mentioned the tree of life in the heavenly Paradise,
things rapidly began to fit into place. Associated with
the tree of life again was the “river of life” that flowed
from God’s throne-something 1  had never really under-
stood. Of course God’s throne would be in the very
center of the Holy City, the New Jerusalem, so beauti-
fully described by the prophet John. Christ’s youngest
disciple, now grown old and at this writing a prisoner
on Patmos, saw in vision a “four square,” golden city,
surrounded by walls furbished with 12 kinds of shining
gems set in the foundations.

Again my mind shifted to another cubical structure
-the Most Holy Place of the portable sanctuary, erected
from God’s explicit specifications given to Moses on
Mount Sinai after the exodus from Egypt. God had
commanded (Exodus 25 : 8),  “Let them make me a
sanctuary, that I may dwell in their midst.” The beau-
tiful tentlike  structure was set up in the very center
of the Israelite encampment with the various tribes
(families) arranged in definite and orderly positions,
forming a greater square. The tabernacle had two
apartments. The smaller was four-square, the measure-
ments of length, width, and height, being equal. In

it reposed the sacred golden “ark,” a chest surmounted
by elegantly wrought golden angels, hovering over the
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“mercy seat.” A glorious light shone out from between
the angels, representing God’s very presence there. This
“mercy seat” must be analogous to God’s throne (Exo-
dus 25:17-22).

Inside the golden ark were deposited the Ten Com-
mandments, written in stone by the finger of God Him-
self. There were also two other objects that I had not
previously really given thought to. These were “Aaron’s
rod that budded” and a “goldenpot of manna” (Hebrews
9:4).  Could Aaron’s rod have a symbolic meaning?
Here was a dead stick that had miraculously been made
to bud with blossoms and bear almonds (Numbers 17:6-
8). This may be symbolic of that wonderful tree of life!
And the pot of manna, of course, reminds us of Christ
Himself, who said, in reply to questions about the
manna: “The bread of God is that which comes down
from heaven, and gives life to the world. I am the
bread of life; he who comes to Me shall not hunger, and
he who believes in Me  shall never thirst” (John 6:33-35).
(Compare “thirst” with “living water” in John 4 :7-l  5.)

The square figure with which reference was made to
the Garden was beginning to mean something; the celes-

/ tial Holy City; the Most Holy Place in the ‘wilderness
sanctuary with surrounding square Israelite encamp-
ment; God’s dwelling place andmeeting place with man.

The description of the temple seen in vision by Eze-
kiel was next recalled. Chapter 47 depicts water stream-
ing from under the temple at the side of the altar. The
inner room, the Most Holy Place, of the temple was also
built in a square. The stream issuing from the temple
became a great river, and trees with 12 kinds of fruit and
leaves for healing were found along its bank-again,

4 1 1 7
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the same imagery. But Revelation 21: 22-25 further
states that there is “no temple in the [heavenly] city, for
its temple is the Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb.”
It also says that there is no night there, for the glory
of God is its light. More pieces are fitted into the jigsaw
puzzle

But now 1 wanted to focus on the New Testament
Messiah, represented by such a multitude of  symbols
and types in the Old Testament. Why did He say to the
woman at the well in Samaria,  “Whoever drinks of the
water that I shall give him will never thirst; the water
that I shall give him will become in him a spring of water
welling up to eternal life” (John 4:14)? How incredible
that the Chinese in the character for eternal  9%  obviously
uses the water $ radical! A point ’ at the top of the
figure 9%  signifies an “anointing” or “dedication.”

On two occasions Jesus fed multitudes of 4 and
5,000 who had gathered to hear Him talk. He broke a
few small loaves of bread, providing more than enough
for all so that baskets of leftover bread were collected
afterward. He exclaimed that only those who “ate His
flesh and drank His blood” could be His disciples. This
was hard to understand. Even His own  disciples failed
to grasp its meaning fully until after His death.

Now we move to Calvary. A cross--  free &-
was erected with Jesus nailed to it. This was the Man
known by the multitudes for His miracles and teachings;
envied by His brothers for His virtue; loved by His
followers for His wise, kind, and gentle manner; hated
by the priests for His authority, which was interpreted
as blasphemy when He said, “Your sins arc forgiven,”
and for His claim to be the Son of God.
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The very elements of nature could not endure seeing
God’s Son so cruelly treated. The day became mysteri-
ously dark and ominous. When He breathed His last,
He expressed it in the words: “It is finished!” and He
committed Himself into His Father’s hands. Not believ-
ing He was already dead, a Roman soldier pierced
His side, and there came out blood and water. THE
SACRIFICE OF THE AGES WAS COMPLETE. The
Seed of the Woman had been bruised. The unblemished
Lamb * of God had given His divine life for all ~ the
Bread was broken, and there was more than enough
for everyone. The Water of Life had gushed out “for
with Thee is the fountain of life” (Psalm 36:9). The
Cross of Calvary had become the Tree of Life  to all who
would partake!

These three figures: the tree $,  the Iamb .f-  , and
eternal 7%  (water $)  are united into one glorious charac-
ter meaning  example, pattern j,$  ! What more appropri-
ate, complete, and meaningful symbolism could be used
to portray our great Exemplar? It would seem that the
ancient Chinese sage was truly inspired to draw together
these completely symbolic figures and produce a totally
meaningful character. He surely appears to have been
thinking God’s thoughts after Him!

But the story is hardly finished, for in Revelation
21, we find a tremendous event yet to take place. The
Holy City of God, adorned as a bride for her husband
(remember the garden as a bride in the Song of Solomon),
will descend to the new earth. We read in many scrip-
tures that the earth will again be cleansed from iniquity,
not by water but by fire. This is preceded by the mighty,
visible, second advent of Jesus to redeem the faithful
from this earth. Then they, with Christ, will return in
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the Holy City (Revelation 21 : 1-6) to the new earth,
which will be created following the destructive fire.
“The heavens and earth that now exist have been stored
up for fire, being kept until the day of judgment and
destruction of ungodly men. The heavens will be

3

kindled and dissolved, and the elements will melt with

‘(0

fire! But according to His promise we wait for new
heavens and a new earth in which righteousness dwells”

Eden will once more become the
Imperial

(2 peter 3 : 7, 12,13).
Domain meeting place of man with God, this time at His throne

in the center of the Holy City.

God’s throne must be the center of the whole uni-

5

verse. How fitting then that in the Chinese character for
imperial domain @ is seen the Garden of Eden! The radi-
cal, to  wrap up 9 , looks like a giant hand gathering

to wrap up up the Garden of Eden 4, “wrapping it up.” to be-
come the future capital of the New Earth, the Imperial
Domain, God’s eternal dwelling place.

On that day His feet shall stand on the Mount
of Olives which lies before Jerusalem on the
east; and the Mount of Olives shall be split in,
two from east to west by a very wide valley.
then the Lord your God will come,  and all the
holy ones with Him. On that day there shall
be neither cold nor frost. And there shall be
continuous day.. On that day living waters
shall flow out from Jerusalem, half of these to
the eastern sea and half of them to the western
sea. And the Lord will become king over all
the earth (Zechariah 14:4,  5, 6, 8, 9).

Now stand back and look at the entire mosaic of
the “City” from a distance. The light has to be adjusted
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right or one is not attracted to its beauty. All of  the time
should not be spent absorbed in examining the details.
for in so doing. one is apt to become critical and near
sighted. Unless the entire picture is seen and in focus,
one cannot envision what the Master Artist and Creator
has really intended. It has taken the perspective of
millennia to catch the true glory of the scene, to put it
all together, and grasp the inspiring magnificence and
total loveliness of what God has been trying to tell pre-
occupied and self-centered mankind in a multitude of
ways for 6,000 years!

God loved the world so much that He provided the
way from a temporal existence to eternal life through
His beloved Son, the sacrificial Lamb. The first people
in the garden-surrounded by so much righteousness
chose death. Subsequent generations have had the way
to life prepared, by promise and fulfillment-even while
surrounded by so much wrong-through the Tree of the
Cross. Whoever accepts the life, death, and  resurrection
of Christ by faith is invited to partake of the Tree of Life
in eternity.
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Shang Ti  A q (also pronounced “Shangdai");  Sheng
% and the Hebrew term for the Almighty,  “Shaddai” (as
used in Genesis 17: 1  Psalm 9 I : I, for example). It is
possible these words Shang,  Sheng,  and Shen may have
originally been identical in pronunciation.
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bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, Twelfth Print-
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2. Korea-Its Land, People and Culture of All Ages (Seoul:
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mark Encyclopedia of Nations (New York: Harper &
Row, Fourth Edition, Vol. 4, 1971),  pp. 176, 184; G.
Bourgois, Dictionary and Glossary for  the Practical Study
of the Japanese  Ideographs  (Yokohama: Tokyo-Kyo Bun
Kwan), p. xviii.

3. James H. Shultz,  “The Christian Church in T’ang
China” (Los Angeles: A thesis presented to the Faculty
of the Graduate School, University of Southern Califor-
nia, 1970),  pp. 17,  25, 35.

4. Robert K. Douglas, The Language and Literature  of
China (London: Trubner and Co., 1875),  pp. 18 - 27.

5. Since this is such a debatable point and the whole
logic of the hypothesis for the book revolves about the
classification of many characters as ideographic  instead
of phonetic, additional arguments will be here offered.

There are many radical combinations that have
become phonetic. However, it is only logical to assume
that the first  use of a radical combination must have
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been ideographic, or the radicals would never have been
combined in the first place. Once the radicals had
been brought together and had a certain phonetic
sound attached (taken from the original ideograph), thev
then became a phonetic set, and could be used to form
other characters by phonetic sense only. If one examines
all the characters listed phonetically carrying the same
radical combination, the original must be the ideogram

For example, let us examine the characters listed in
Mathew’s  Chinese-English Dictionary under “fu,” to

fill, a roll of cloth S . This radical combination by it-
self does not appear to be ideographic. One would de-
duce that originally it must have been part of a larger

%d ideographic character. Then there is to fall  prostrate, to

T
v

at
crawl on hands and knees &J  (not ideographic); a strip of

happiness

cloth, a hem  or border l@ (also not ideographic). Hap-
piness,  prosperity, good fortune #j  is a character which
can be analyzed ideographically, if one were familiar
with primeval history as revealed in sacred Scriptures.
The first happiness known to man was God’s ;?:  gift to the
first - person P (Adam) of landedproperty, the Garden
w of Eden. It is logical to deduce, therefore, that the
radical combination “fu” g originated in this ideo-
graphic character for happiness (which incidentally is a
very ancient and simple character).

Furthermore, a bat 36 (also used as an emblem of
111  happiness, from the sound), is obviously a phonetic cha-

racter formed on the basis of @j  and would also
contribute to the theory that a was  the original  com-
bination.

Many characters may appear to be phonetic if one
is not acquainted with the historical basis of the forma-
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tion of the ideograph. Hence, if in truth, many charac-
ters arc based on a common knowledge of historical
fact, one not acquainted with the Biblical Genesis
would not be in a position to interpret them.

Looking at the language purely from a phonetic
viewpoint it would appear that some words were either
given the same “sound” as intentional inventions, or
naturally evolved in the course of developing spoken
language, since they concern closely related subjects.
Many words doubtless began as “slang” or colloquial
expressions. Let us examine an English illustration first,
the word, AIR. Originally this word must have indicated
the atmospheric gas which one breathes. To air some-
thing out, means to freshen it in the air, or dry it out; an
air can be melody or tune (possibly originally whistled
into the air); one can air or publicize an opinion (in the
open); one can go on the air (broadcast by radio waves);
something in the air is about to happen, but is not yet
apparent; one can be up in the air and be unsettled or
angry; or one can walk on air and be happy and
exuberant. Thus the phonetic sound, AIR, can take on
a multitude of meanings. but all can be obviously and
meaning fully derived from an original simple word
association.

In like manner, is it not conceivable that the same
phonetic sound in Chinese can be equated with related
subjects? For example the word “T’IEN”: perhaps
originally “t’ien” indicated heaven A and was there-
fore also equated with God, the Heavenly Ruler or Shang-
Ti. The first meeting place of God with man was the
Garden (t’ien) W of Eden, the home of the first lords of
the earth, Adam plausible that
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the home of the earthly ruler, or the imperial domain
(tien) 4 came to be called the same. It was in the
Garden @ where man met face to face with God and
was also ashamed (t’ien) $$  because of the law and
statute (tien) $!$  that Adam and Eve first broke. They
doubtless built an altar at the gate of the Garden after
they were expelled so that the Garden(t’ien)  W became
associated with worship. Later when a temple  a was

erected, it too became a “tien”.  “Tien”  also came to
mean an offering of libation $.  Finally, “tien".  $!!&  is
a dot or a point which consecrates or anoints. For
example the character king 5 is “dotted” & and be-
comes lord. ‘The addition of this dot on an ancest
tablet in the temple was a service of consecration.

ral

Thus it can be seen that both ideographic  and pho-
netic relationships may naturally develop without any
stretch of the imagination, but again, a knowledge of
Genesis history is necessary to understand the interrela-
tionship of words.

6. Bradley Smith and Wan-go Weng, China, A History
in Art (New York: Doubleday, 1972),  pp. 26, 27.

7. Smith and Weng, p. 10.

8. Smith and Weng, p. 33. I

9. H. T. Morgan, Chinese Symbols and Superstitions
(Los Angeles : Times - Mirror Printing and Binding
House, 1942),  pp. 27, 28.

10. G. D. Wilder and J. H. Ingram, Analysis of Chinese
Characters (Taipei: Chin Wen Publ. Co., 1964),  pp. iv-vi.

Chapter 4: Creation - Chinese Style

1.  In the Old Testament the “former and latter rains,”
necessary for bringing the crops to fruition, are com-
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pared with the pouring out of God’s Spirit upon the
earth, which in turn promotes spiritual growth: “For
he has given the early rain for your vindication. . . . The
early and the latter rain, as before . . . And it shall come
to pass afterward, that I will pour out my Spirit on all
flesh” (Joel 2 :23, 28).

2. z in more ancient forms is written 1 , 1 , j$ , so
that there is no question that the vertical stroke repre-

//sents a man 1 with hair 1 in the first figure, an arm
P in the second, and bending 5 in the third.

3 9 anciently was written as @ , an exact duplication.
Also note this significant form: s , which will become

= =
a2
BY0

Spirit
more significant if reviewed after the entire book is read.
4. The “p’ieh” 1 appears to be written as u
earlier figures. Note * becomes 3 .

in many

7. When Moses met with God on Mount Sinai, he be-
come “a mirror of His glory,” for upon returning to
speak to the Israelites, they could .not bear to look up-
on the glory of his face. “And when he descended he
did not know that the skin of his face shone because he
had been speaking with the Lord. . . . Whenever the
skin of Moses’ face shone in the sight of the Israelites,
he would put the veil back over his face until he went in
again to speak with the Lord”(Exodus 34 : 29,35, NEB).

8.25=6, where I- is a man and Q is a garden m .
A second figure, 6 , represents a person, alone A , by

5 (right half of 6 ). Often figures are elongated to
enclose the lower radical in the ancient forms.

(akien  t
form)
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9. j& = N3  In some ancient forms - is clearly a
house or roof h or A Also the one 0 becomes two
persons 8 , B in & and $$ (seep. 52).

Chapter 5: They Shall Be One Flesh

I,  s = ‘@ In this primitive character, an even clearer
picture is seen with (God’s) hands 14 placing a man I
in the garden @ Below is the woman  ?$ Other ancient
forms have omitted the garden enclosure but emphasized
the two people k#  , b$$ (see g p. 48  and Ji.  p. 52).

2. To enter h and flesh  h both carry the sound “ju,”
and are equally primitive radicals (11 and 130, respective-
ly). Their phonetic similarity (remembering that the
spoken language preceded the written) strongly suggests
that to enter was closely associated in the ancient Chinese
mind with the creation of Eve (“flesh of my flesh”) from
the “entering” of Adam’s chest.

3. The .I in & becomes clear in the more primitive
forms: g , $ , which depict two fiery  persons~.  That

these fires  truly represent two persons is verified by &

where 00 indicate two mouths (persons). Bdellium  is
defined as any deep red gem, especially a garnet, while
onyx is a variety of agate with alternate layers of color.

4. The ancient form x for & leaves no doubt that hh
represents two persons.

5. This is more clearly depicted in the earlier calligraphy,
@ , where 6 is q ; %I  shows a man  n superimposed
on heaven, sea and land X (a lord) in three horizontal
positions; and K represents the action of walking.

6. 6-t  = ;hh
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7. * = $$  The two mouths  w are obviously a
part of the two persons 12 (and not four persons).

8.?=.=n=,$,k,

9 .  @j  =@,@l.Thebottomfigwe~.-,  -will

become even more apparent as two persons  in Chapter 7.

Chapter 6: The Fruit Tragedy

I.$&=%,  fi

2. .s& = Z$ . Note that 6 (secretly, privately, alone)

is used in reference to the speaking z as well as descrip-
tive of the devil’s j& activity.

Chapter 7: Dust to Dust

1. z$$  is portrayed clearly in % as a covering A of
fruit %J on two pet-sons w.

2. & = 3

3. $J = I%  , I%  , % ?

4 . *=+%,5,sk.

Chapter 8: The Seed of Rebellion

I.  William F. Beck, The Holy Bible, An American
Translation. See also Martin Luther’s German trans-
lation of the Bible, “Ich habe den Mann, den Herrn.”
(I have the Mz J
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2. Compare the experiences of Gideon (Judges 6:2),
Elijah on Mount Camel (I Kings 18:36-38),  or Solomon
at the dedication of the temple (2 Chronicles 7: l), when
their offerings were consumed by fire from heaven.

3. t,& = ?h In this earlier figure, Adam and Eve are
depicted by 7 ( 4 ).  The rest of the character, 4 ,
depicts a series of persons 0 ;Q is a person n on the
side. The vertical line through it could indicate the con-
tinuation of begetting etc.

4. John Ross, The Original Religion of China (London:
Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, 19G9),  p. 212.

5. Ross, p. 212.

6. Other forms of -ii!,,  such as fig , might account for
the lesser seal writing, rc , and the current symbol &!,.
But what does 2 represent,? Could it be the smoke
curling up from the offering, with ZWJ  persons I \ stand-
ing on either side $$  ?

7. Amenhotep IV (Akhenaton) was a single exception.
He attempted to overthrow Egypt’s polytheistic religion
by substituting the worship of only Aton, the sun god
(who was still a false god). He founded a new capital
near Tell el Amarna,  but his rule lasted only 10  years,
following which the government of Egypt returned to
Thebes and their old gods. [Lionel Casson, Ancient
Egypt (New York: Time Incorporated, 1965),  p. 59.1

8. W. A. P. Martin, The Lore of Cathay or the Intellect
of China (London: Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier,
1901),  p. 167.

9. Ross, p. 296.
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Chapter 9: A Bleak World

1. Immanuel  Velikovsky, Worlds in Collision (Garden
City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1950),  p. 380. See also
Donald W. Patten,  The Biblical Flood and the Ice Epoch
(Seattle: Pacific Meridian Publ. Co., 1966),  p. 64

2. It is claimed by some that 4%  is a “modern” charac-
ter, not more than 2,000 years old, since it was not found
in the Shuo Wen.  For examples see: G. D. Wilder; and
J.  H. Ingram, Analysis of Chinese Characters (Taipei:
Chin Wen Publ. Co., 1964),  pp. 118, 119. However,
because 42 fails to appear in this ancient etymological
study cannot be used as final evidence. In the light of
of Genesis, the character is ideographic ~-  why should
its originator use eight .\  persons d ? The phonetic
set, 8 , a marsh at the foot of the hills, is not by itself
ideographic, and therefore must be a part of a larger
original ideogram. ffi  meaning to follow a course  to
coast, to hand down,  to continue, also contains this
radical set, but is not in itself ideographic. 8 and $6
are both phonetically “yen,” while 4%  is “chuan.”  There-
fore Q is not a phonetic in 4%.  Ancient forms of &
are #A  or hg  , having very clearly “eight persons.” It
would seem that logically ;8$ is the true, and, very
possibly, the original ideogram.

3.j$ = l&3

4.&=+$, ? , $Jj  In this last figure eight helping ??I?

hands are seen contained within a larger mirror-image lord
(;;;&;I

figure eight f j

5. 6.  The Korean character for this word is clearly %
(with ?. instead of ;(  ).  Earlier forms show a hand
r instead of again  4 Some interesting phonetic
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similarities are observed: to sacrifice &;  a border,
boundary E ( p meaning a mound), are “chi”; and
to pray, beseech $8 and boundary, border $4 are “ch’i.”
Doubtless the words all arose phonetically from the
services ofpraying at the border sacrifices. It is interesting
that $ is mound, and the shape of 5 also suggests

a brick (earth) elevation. See description of the T’ien

Tan (p. 91).

Chapter 10: Tower of United Defiance

I.  Will Durant, The Story of Civilization: Our Oriental
Heritage (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1942),  pp.
224, 225.

2. Durant, p. 741.

3. L  in the earlier calligraphy is seen as ? (right half

of I?  ),  a form of IL.

4.& =s,g.

YJ

ltl$
5. & = B$ In this ancient writing. .W  is clearly flesh

,Fl  ; the ti may represent four 1111  persons holding up
IO Scartel
iancimr hands (the males?) and may be comparable with an
.form) ancient figure for al/ %,  written as x,  which shows

four intertwining,  united hands.

6. Note how this radical for west  i%j  is greatly com-

pacted in this character taken from p. 109 iZ$. Compare

this with the character desire, necessary $&. The radical
four E/ receives similar treatment, in to punish 4
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Epilog . . . Revelation

1. Fs  is square in the present calligraphy, and in the
majority of earlier forms usually maintains this configu-
ration B ,  83 However, occasionally it may be
stylized as round or oval, @ , @  The “rivers” may be
horizontal and vertical as depicted above, diagonal
m3, “meandering” El , or even more stylized as @ or
@.
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